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Abstract
The results and interpretation of the modest nower ( 90 kW)
lower hybrid heating experiment on Alcator A are presented.
The expected results from linear waveguide-plasma coupling
theory are outlined, and the possible effects of parametric
instabilities, scattering from density fluctuations, and
imperfect energetic ion confinement are addressed.
It is found experimentally that good coupling and the absence
of rf breakdown are achieved with a double wavecuide array
2
at available rf power densities Prf < 2.5 kW/cm , the
waveguide vacuum windows being outside the toroidal field
magnets; a waveguide array having vacuum windows near the
waveguide mouth so that the w = wc. layer can be pressurized
shows no breakdown at P > 8 kW/cm2 when a single waveguide
is energized. Energetic ion wroduction and a factor of
50 increase in the :usion neutron rate are ozserved to take
place at well defined values of central plasma density; below
these densities electron heating occurs. The ion tail production
is found to be independent of the relative phase of the double
waveguide array employed. This ion heating occurs at a lower
density than theoretically expected; together with the
electron heating this indicates waves having n 1 5 being
absorbed near the plasma center. Probes at the plasma edge
observe a frequency downshifted and broadened rf pump signal
that .is strongly attenuated as the plasma density increases
through the neutron production band. These anomalous heating
results and probe signals can be explained by a
parametric decay of the pump wave into higher n lower
hybrid waves near the plasma edge. An alternate qualitative
explanation would be the poloidal scattering of the lower
hybrid waves at the plasma periphery due to density fluctuations;
the n,, of the scattered lower hybrid waves would then increase
as they propagated inward due to magnetic shear. The
neutron rate decay times imply that the rf creates ion tails
having a substantial fraction of their energy above 50 keV.
The neutron decay times and rates strongly depend on plasma
current and indicate the expected influence of ion confinement
on rf heating efficiencies. Finally the rf heating
efficiencies are assessed.
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I. Introduction
Wave injection near the lower hybrid frequency has been
proposed for many years as a possible scheme of auxiliary
heating of tokamaks. This method of heating would have the
advantage of using waveguides external to the vacuum vessel
for coupling the wave energy into the plasma. In principle,
either electron or ion heating could be obtained by a suitable
choice of frequency and wave vector. Furthermore, high power
radio frequency sources in the relevant frequency range of
several gigahertz are readily available.
Experiments have been carried out exploring this technique
1-4 5 6,7 8,9 10in the following tokamaks: ATC , wega , Petula , JFT-2 , JIP T-II,
11
and Doublet IIA With the exception of the Wega experiment,
which employed loops, good waveguide - plasma coupling was
obtained in these experiments. Both electron and ion heating
was observed at plasma parameters consistent with theoretical
expectations. The ion heating was generally accompanied by a
density rise and in somre cases by an increase in impurities. The rf power density
2
at the waveguide mouth was at or below 1 kW/cm , although in the
Petula experiment power densities of 8.5 kw/cm2 were achieved
2
for short pulses (t ,, 100 'sec) and 5 kW/cm for 2 msec pulses.
In this paper we shall present the results of the moderate
power (P < 100 kW) Alcator A lower hybrid heating experiment.
In this experiment rf power densities of up to 8 kW/cm2 were
achieved for 40 msec pulses. Both electron and ion heating were
observed as the plasna density was varied. No i-murity inf lux or
density- rise was observed due to the rf pulse. However the ion
heating, as evidenced by the formation of an energetic ion tail
3
in the plasma center, occurred at a lower plasma density than
expected from linear plasma wave theory. Furthermore the electron heating
observed at lower densities was not expected from linear waveguide plasma
coupling theory. Contrary to expectations, the ion heating
was found to be independent of the waveguide phasing. These
results together with rf probe measurements in the edge plasma
suggest that the lower hybrid waves launched by the array
may undergo strong scattering from parametric instabilities
or density fluctuations near the plasma edge. Thus surface
interaction strongly modifies the wave behavior~from that
expected from linear, quiescent plasma theory. From
evidence obtained from the neutron rates we further infer
that energetic ion confinement played a role in ion heating.
These results from the Alcator A lower hybrid heating experiment
are the first on a tokamak that clearly demonstrate a modific-
ation of the lower hybrid k spectrum at the plasma edge
and allow some insight into the importance of this effect
in high density, high magnetic field plasmas. Some of these
observations have been previously reported.1 2 ,1
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In Section II linear lower hybrid wave theory will be
reviewed, including waveguide - plasma coupling theory.
Possible parametric processes near the edge plasma will be
considered and the relevant thresholds calculated. Drift
wave scattering theory will be reviewed; it will be shown that in
some cases the effect of magnetic field shear together with
drift wave scattering at the plasma edge can cause increased
wave accessibility to the plasma center. Ion confinement
will be reviewed as it applies to Alcator A. In Section III
A
the experimental results will be presented, including the
anomalous heating results and probe spectra. Evidence will
be presented that exhibits the effect of ion confinement on
plasma heating. In Section IV conclusions will be drawn
concerning this work that are relevant to future higher cower
lower hybrid heating experiments.
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II. Theory
A. Linear Wave Theory
Here we review lower hybrid wave propagation in a
magnetized plasma and summarize the conditions necessary for
accessibility of the wave to the plasma center and its
subsequent absorption there. This material is taken from
14-23
the extensive literature on this subject
Near the edge of a tokamak plasma where the ion and
electron temperatures are low, the cold plasma dispersion
relation describes the evolution of n = k C/W:
4 n 2  2 + )n 2n 4E + n 2 E2 + (E + E ) (n -_ )
x xx x xy xx zz z xx
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Wce = e B /(m c), and w = 47rne /m. When E + 0, n + CO
and there is a resonance in the plasma at a density
o 2 _ 2 2 )(2W = W /(l - W /W We.* (2)
P1 ce ci
which defines the cold plasma lower hybrid resonance layer.
Thermal effects described below will significantly modify
this resonance in the hot central plasma. In order for the
wave to reach the central plasma, it must not mode convert
into a whistler wave, which is then confined to the plasma exterior,
This 6ccurs when the two solutions to n 2of q. (1)
converge, at a density
z [2 1/2WPi :- z 
- n 2 . U2 1 + 1 1 2(3)
ce ci ) (e 2
/ )l/2
For n > (l - / . C1 ) 1/2 n za the wave will not mode
convert at any density and will be accessible to the plasma
center. Similarly for w > / nza is infinite and the
waves are not accessible to the plasma center for any nz
For the Alcator A experiment at 60 kG and deuterium n za z 2.1;
n za is reduced to about 1.3 for 80 kG and deuterium or
60 kG and hydrogen. We expect that the wave power having
1 < n < n za will go into surface waves and not heat the
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plasma center.
From Eq. (1) it can also be seen that when z =
zz
n = 0. For Ezz z 0 and nz not too close to 1 Eq. Cl) becomes
2 2
n Z £ (1 - n ) (4)
x zz (l z)(4
We see that for nz < 1 the lower hybrid wave propagates
for 'w < w but is evanescent at w > w, whereas thepe pe
situation is reversed for n > 1. The waves with n > 1
z z
are those that will heat the plasma and therefore must travel
between the waveguides and the w = wii layer. In general this
11 -3layer is at a low density n ' 10 Cm and is very close to the
waveguide mouth. It should be noted that as nz + 1 the mode
conversion layer of Eq. (3) will asymptote the a) = Cp layer
and modify this cutoff, although waves with n > I will still
z
be evanescent when w > Wi.pe
In the plasma interior for n > n za n will rise and the
wave will become electrostatic. Thermal corrections to Eq. (1)
will then be important; specifically E = s + k x 2 , where
E is the cold plasma c and
2 2 22 T
c2 3i 3 epi (5)
xx 2 2 4 2 2SM c (C,)ce ci i
2
-c 01
2 2 aT
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We then can obtain the electrostatic dispersion relation
k k = 0
2 2 2
or (, + k i ) k + kz zzo = 0. The two solutions
to this dispersion relation. coalesce at the lower hybrid
mode conversion layer at a density
pi 2 (6)
1- + 2 n aT
ce ci z e
This density is lower than that of Eq. (2) and beyond this
density both modes are evanescent. At this density an incident
lower hybrid wave will mode convert into an ion mode whose
k will become large. When kx vTi /w u 1 perpendicular ion
Landau damping can occur and absorb the wave. We thus expect
strong ion wave absorption when the lower hybrid mode conver-
sion layer is present in the plasma interior. When the plasma
density is substantially lower than that of Eq. (6), we do not
expect wave damping due to ion heating.
There are three linear damping mechanisms that can
absorb a lower hybrid wave: perpendicular ion Landau damping,
electron Landau damping, and collisional absorption. These
processes can be included into the dispersion relation by
letting E = 7 + 6E, where 6- contains the damping terms.
We obtain
9
2
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2 - 3Vff V 77_ k 2 2
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where v z 3. 34 ne ln 2
effm T
and v . = V2 T /m . . The second term of Eq. (7a) isT1,e e,i e,i
obtained by treating the ions as unmagnetized. In the limit
of k p >> 1, where Q= vi /wi this produces an equivalent
24
result to treating the ions as magnetized The first term
2 2
of Eq. (7a) leads to collisional damping when Wpe /Wce is
not small. This process is enhanced when k is large and can
25,2
be strong near the mode conversion layer2,26 It has been
shown26 that the lower hybrid wave will be absorbed near the
mode conversion layer if
10
2aTc a (8)ax =2 2
4 v e L4veff 2 L
ce
where a is the plasma minor radius or a characteristic plasma
1 dn~1
dinsion, L~n dx ' and all quantities are evaluated at the
14 -3
mode conversion layer. For L % 10' cm, n = 3 x 10- cm , B =eT
60 kG, and T = Te = 1 keV we find Ax % 300' cm and clearly
collisional absorption is not strong near the plasma center.
However, the first term of Eq. (.7b) will yield Im k. = (Inz/ 2 )
(Wpe/c) (eff/w) . We can estimate that f2Imk dx for the edge plasma
13 -3in Alcator A is about 0.08 for nz = 3, ne = 3 x 10 cm ,
T = 10 eV and Ax = 1 cm being the width of the low temperature
edge. While this absorption is weak, any process that would
repeatedly scatter the lower hybrid wave into the edge could
eventually cause a significant power loss there.
The last terms of Eq. (7a) and (7b) are respectively
the perpendicular ion Landau damping and electron Landau
damping terms. Both are exponentially dependent on the ratio
of the wave phase velocity to the thermal velocity; specific-
ally, electron Landau damping would become dominant when
c/(vTenz) < 3. In Alcator A Te = 1 keV, and electron Landau
damping beccmes important for n % 5. As will be shown below
we would not expect to efficiently launch such high values of
nz in Alcator A and. we ;ould not exnect to produce direct electron heating.
11
&miy . heati4z would r'i-r '=- !ar=e = t.a /( ) , 1
larce k and ion neatinz can only ocour when the pl.asma
-n x . . I
densitv is near the lower hybrid node conversion value.
Ficure (1) Plots bo-' k and ? (x) = P exM (-2 nk.dx,
wnere ? is the incident r- oower, for the parabolic densit
orofile of Acator A. n is the line averaged density and
generally n eo 1.5 n where n is the central electron
desiy To an .vr e e 22 2 r=
d ensitv. T eand T. vary like exp(-r~/r ) where r = c1.
43 Gz nis found from the electrostatic
dispersion relation in a slab geometry that does not include
toroidal or cylindrical effects; as a result kz = constant.
Tn Fig. (la) ne = 2 x 10- 4 cm~ T = 900 eV, T = 800 eV, -he
ions are deuterium, and only the ion damping terms are included.
Mode conversion occurs near the plasma center, and just in :ront
o it k becomes large enough so that the wave is absorbed.
x
(lb) is identical to Fig. (la) , except tt- I r edu
to 1. 0 x 14c,-3. Ion absorption still occurs even tou-h
the mode conversion layer is absent, illustrating that
wave absor-pion can occur at densities slightly below the mote
conversion density, n. We note below that n = D is a hi her
value of n that we expect to laurch with the Alcator A waveguide ar'ay
For n = 3, which should be characteristic of the Alcator A wave soecrn
4.3 x 1014cm 3 from which we would exmect ion heating at
n 2.9 x 10~cm
Ficrr aI: S r 'hK. an d?:) x rn -r.x cm
and- ion danoino -reioPd7. e see t-nat th-e wa7:=--
strongly absorbed, in this case due to electron Landau damping;
the ion damping is negligible. We would therefore expect
some electron heating at densities below n H when Te > 1 kev
and n " 5. Again, we note that for the expected nz - .3 no
electron heating should occur for Te n 1 keV.
B. Waveguide - Plasma Coupling' Theory
We see that the lower hybrid waves that can propagate
into the plasma have n > 1; since waves with n > 1 do not
propagate in vacuum, special slow wave structures must be used
to launch these waves. It has been demonstrated27 and theoretically
predicted28-31 that arrays of variably phased waveguides or
"grills" can be successfully employed to couple microwave
power into lower hybrid waves naving n > 1 in magnetized plasmas. The
basic geometry considered theoretically is shown in Fig. 2, where
we have N waveguides of width b at positions z1 , Z2 1 . . . ZN'
each excited by an incident mode having E B0 i z. The density
^ . 2 2gradient is in the x direction with a' = e (1 + x/L) , wherepe
w is the incident radiation angular frequency. If the
amplitudes of the incident and reflected waveguide modes are
- - .29,30
n and S resoectivelv, the follcwing system of ecuations is obtain:
N
.
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It U,
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and where ()- n 2  . Equation (9) takes into
account that waves with In z < I are reflected at x = L whereIz
S= ' ,whereas waves with In !> 1 tunnel between x = 0 andpe I. Z'
x = L, but thereafter propagate into the plasma. This treatment
neglects the conversion of nzi > 1 waves into whistler modes
for x > L when Inz! < n za. Given the propagating incident modes
a np(n = 0), Eq. (9) can be truncated and solved for the a 's,
and we find that reflection coefficients less than 50% can be
achieved for suitable values of 7n and waveguide array phasing.
Figure (3a) shows the global reflectivity as a function of 7n
for the two waveguide array employed on the Alcator A experiment.
Here b = 1.275 cm, w = 2-r x 2.45 GHz, and there is a 0.09
cm septum separating the waveguides. Equation (9) predicts a
minimum in reflectivity at 7n 13 cm- when L , the chase
difference between the guides, =.
Once the S 's are solved for, the nz power spectrum of1p
lower hybrid waves can be found. We obtain
Ca 2 (k ) I 1 - Z(k )
z jk i z m 1 + Z (k ) (10)x z
where
2Z (k ) N N
z(k =) 1 + Z(k) ) -- - np npF n( zz ) P=j n=0- 
-
1 5
and C is a constant which is indeperdent of k z. Figure (3b) graphs the
predicted P(n) and P()d for the Alcator A double waveguide
array with L = 0.05 cm for It = 0 and A = 7. For A = 7 the
P(n ) spectrum is broad, characterized by a width nz % 3, and has about
z z
60% of the power accessible with n > n z 2. For A$ = 0 lessz za
than 10% of the power is accessible; in fact over 80% of the
power has nz < 1.5 and would only penetrate the plasma edge with
r > 9 cm in Alcator A. We would therefore expect a marked
change in central heating with L$ = 7 over 6 = 0.
The reflectivities and power spectra calculated above
can be altered by other effects. It has been suggested that
corrugations in the vacuum vessel wall, such as those present
in Alcator A due to the bellows, can strongly affect
32
the emitted power spectra . However, in Alcator A the
corrugations are more than one vacuum wavelength from the wave-
guide array; it has been shown that in this case the ef fect
33
of the bellows on P(nz) is negligible . Another strong effect
that has been neglected is the mode conversion of lower hybrid
waves into whistler waves for 1 < nz < n za. This effect
changes P(nz) by introducing eigenmodes with resonance effects
in this portion of the spectrum. However, it has been shown34
that the proportion of the wave power in this inaccessible
part of the n z spectrum does not change from that expected
by neglecting the whistler modes; therefore strong changes
in central plasma heating should be observable when changing
frcm &d = I to z = 0 for a two waveguide system.
Finally, this theory neglects any backscatter cause 'by
turbulence or oarametric instabilities of the lower hybrid wave
power into the waveguide mouth. it has been predicted that
any such backscatter will tend to bounce off the waveguide
array with a reflected nz power spectrum peaked at multiples
35
of (c/w) (n/b) Thus,any backscatter occurring near the
waveguide mouth might exhibit itself as a P(nz) having a peak
at kz = 7/b or, for the Alcator A parameters, having a peak at
nz 5. However, this effect would depend on the backscattering
occurring close enough to the waveguide mouth so that the
backscattered lower hybrid waves- impinge on the waveguides.
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C. Parametric Instabilities
Parametric instabilites have been previously observed
in lower hybrid heating experiments on tokamaks2,
7
,9 and would
be expected to occur on the, Alcator A experiment which had rf
power densities U1 to 4.5 kW/cm2 at the waveguide mouth.4.
These instabilities are driven by a pump wave E0 cos (- t - k -
which in the dipole approximation (ko= 0) results in a parametric
coupling coefficient
3 6
-
3 8
4. 
.
e ozk E O- k
pZ + 2 2
0- 0 ce )
S2 2 1/2[(E xk) z] W-
+ 2 22 2
( . ce o
where B , z, and k , k are the components of k of the
decay waves. The Eoz k term dominates at low densities and
drives lower hybrid decay waves that propagate in the same
4.
direction as the pump wave, whereas the E x k term arises
4. - _L
from the E x B drift of the electrons and drives waves
primarily with k perpendicular to k . u couples high frequency
lower hybrid or hot ion Bernstein sideband modes and low
:requency ion cyclotron, ion acoustic or quasi-modes. t is
easv to show that the E k term will dcminate :or 4ensities
suchth at z < .j j oz 
te-o e : _
such that ~ <, or for the Alcator A ex:eriment forge o ce,
12 -3
n < x10 cm;above this density- the E x k t-ermn aol
:3
dominate for k perpendicular to k . What follows is a brief
qualitative discussion of these parametric processes; in general
the exact growth rates and thresholds require a numerical
treatment.36,37
The E x k term will drive lower hybrid waves and
o.L L
ion cyclotron waves. Near the plasma edge the low frequency
ion cyclotron waves will be lightly damped (in the dipole
approximation Ik < I ki) for w /k v 5 and for n \ 1
(where w = nw ) . For higher values of n the low frequency
waves' will be strongly electron Landau damped quasimodes at
the plasma edge. Near the plasma center the low frequency ion
modes will be strongly damped whenever w % 2wh where
2 = 2 + W /2 2 For these parametric processes thelh pi pe ce
finite extent pump threshold will be higher than the inhomogeneous
plasma threshold, since L = width of the re.sonance cone in
1/2 2 2 1/2
the x direction = L/ W l , which is
oz er 2 0 lh
. 37
the density scale length. This threshold is
2
v L >t (12)
v 2x ox0
where y is the growth rate, v2x is the group velocity of the
lower hybrid wave in the x direction, and 7 is the low
17
recuencv wave daring rate. Here the k of the decay. wave is ^2."/L
x ox
19
Near the Alcator A edge plasma this results in a threshold
13 -3power , 10 kW for n = 5 x 10 cm , T = 200 eV, B = 60 kG,
ee
deuterium, k1 ,: 4/cm, n 1 = 3, and for waveguide dimensions
L = 1.275 cm and L = 8.13 cm. We thus expect to excite this
y
nstability at the Alcator A lower hybrid heating power of % 100 kW.
However, the decay into .ion cyclotron waves at higher harmonics
of W ci will be strongly electron Landau damped. In this case
the finite pump length threshold will be y L /v > 3 7 and is
an order of magnitude higher than the threshold of Ea. (17).
However near the mode conversion layer where wi /W lh > 1 the WKB
enhancement factor raises E and thereby lowers the threshold.
Furthermore, near w % wlh decay into the hot ion mode is possible
since here v is much smaller than near the edge. We wouldi.z
therefore expect that decay into modes having frequencies w - ci
and w ci would be possible near the plasma edge; results from
detailed numerical calculations of growth rates in homogeneous
olasmas also indicate that for w /W >>, 1 only the first few ion
o lh
36 37
cyclotron harmonics will be excited parametrically. ' Decay
into modes with freauencies w - nw . for n >> 1 would only be0 cl
possible near the mode conversion layer in the plasma interior.
It has been shown numericaliy that the latter decay results in
37
a frequency spread of the lower hybrid wave sideband lo " 0.3w
The E k term of p will drive lower hybrid waves that can
oi II
39,40propagate parallel to the pump wave.3 ' This feature greatly
reduces the inhomogeneous plasma and finite pump length
thresholds. This decay will be into lower hybrid waves and
ion acoustic waves. In a homogeneous plasma this -arametric
crocess has a dispersion relation
20
= + (13)
where
2
v0 2 2 2 4
S = -~.k 1  c /(o XD)
2 i)2 D
ec
2
k2 +k2 0e
V~i 2 T)rn= k + 0 k i he. dea waeetrDrl
x x+ iv .
2 -2
and (E =(-) 2 0  o 1t +v k 2th eeciee to ion
I2 x2 i2
o .k Il T ex ci k l Te.
- - 2 2k x D
eE o
v9 = 2m w
e 0
v .J = 2 T./m., k =0, kis -the decav wavevector maralle-I
00
to B , and k xis perpendicular to B 0, W_ = W - W , 1 , = (. + W
and E 0(t) = EO cos w t. v .i is the effective electron ion
collision frequency. We can find the threshold for. this
instability by letting = O R + iy with y = 0 and
i;gnoring the + up per sideband. Letting T > T. and assumaing
21
Fig. 49.. (a) P (.w) and -: (msec) vs. T (keV) for E = 100 keVT N T max
and the parameters of Fig. 48. Cb) PT (kW), N (msec) and
6 vs. Emax (keV) for TT = 15 keV and the parameters of Fig. 48.
1
that both upper and lower sidebands are weakly damped, we
obtain
2
v 2 v 3/2 
-T/(2 Ti)
-- = (_T4)_
VTe
Near enough to the waveguide so that 2/3 r 3~7 < 1, where
= (WL/c) 2/3 In 2 - 111/3 (x/L - 1), the electric field
will essentially be that at the waveguide mouth and
2 ' 2 2 2 2 1/2 3/2~E 2 16v P/(L L C(1 -. 2 c 2/ L2 ) /2). r3/2 isoz y z 0 y
"1/3 2/3 2/3
equivalent to Ax < L X 0 /(2-rn ) , where Ax is the
0 Z
distance from the waveguide to the instability region and for
-1
L o 10 cm,Ax ,, 0.5 cm. Equation (14) would then yield a threshold
of P> 20 forT /T 10, ne13 - 3
of P > 20W for Te/T = 10, Te = 10 eV, ne = 1 x 10 cm and
the Alcator A parameters. Further from the waveguide the WKB
relations would fix E = (P/L L ) (87,/c) n O/cp and we would
z y z ype
obtain a threshold of P > 600W for the same parameters. Of
course, both thresholds decrease as the density is lowered, and thus
decay is favored toward the plasma edge. For T. = T the low-fre;.eny wave
is heavily damped and Eq. (13) requires a numerical solution.
Noting that at threshold w . =.0 we can obtain the condition
where the suzscript i,r denotes imacinarv or real 7art.
This result is a minimum threshold at w z i.6 k,1v and we
22
obtain v 2 / 2 0.4 v ./W , which result in a threshold P > 40W
o Te el o
near the waveguide mouth. We see that all these thresholds
are far below the 100 kW of rf power of the Alcator A experiment.
Additional threshold conditions for this decay must be
satisfied due to the finite extent of the pump in the z direction
and due to the plasma inhomogeneity in the x direction. We can
define the unit vector ( along the pump wave resonance cone and
n (. Then
S= (o /o ) / l + o 2 2
x o pe o e 16)
z = - (1 + -o 2 /W p ) 1/2
= W / / + W 2/W 2
X pe o pe 0
(1 + 2 2 - 1/2
z pe 0
L L 0 /SZ 0 pe
where L is the waveguide extent along B and L is the width
z o
of the resonance cone We then find that, igndring plasma
inhomogeneity, that the decay wave amplitudes vary as e",
40
where
-7 7 + -!v,~ "1 ; 7
2 v
17)
23
where
V e
pe 1
o e.
v 2n VI npe .
P and r2 are the time decay constants of the low frequency and
lower sideband waves, and v , v2r are their group velocities
2 > rin the n direction. Since y 2> L 2 and y > F we have
the condition for instability
KL - >1 (13)
13 -3 
-For ne = 10 cm , Te = 10 eV, k = 2.6 cm 1 and L = 2.6 cm,
this is satisfied for P > 1W, which is much lower than the
available 100 kW of power.
The inhomogeneous plasma threshold condition must be
satisfied in the x direction. The group velocities in the x
direction and mismatch term K' = d/dx' (ko - k - k2x are
T 2
e s 2 e(9
ix. 0
2
\J 0
v2x k peil pe
K' k/2L
x
where at the location of the decay n(x) = n (1 + x/L) and WS
= k (Te/mi)1/2. Letting F = s' if the low frequency wave
is weakly damped and 6 , 10-, y > r vv/v and the in-
homogeneous plasma threshold is41
2ry0  > 1 (20)
lxv2xK-
13 -3 -l
which forT = 10 eV, ne = 10 cm" L =2 cm, andk =2.6 c s
satisfied for PT > 15W. Thus for weakly damped waves we
easily excite this instability. For strongly damped waves,
6 % 1, and y0 < F IV2x . It has been shown that a noise
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source at x = 0 will be amplified by this instability as 4
a(x) =a exp - 2 /2x
(21)
+( /;v lv ' ) ln (x/x + -- 21 lx 2x< ' 1
where x= il/(.v li' )I and a0 is noise source amplitude at
x = 0. For 6 % 1,x n 3L and is several centimeters long. The
condition for a convective decay in the plasma edge in a
distance Z 1 2 cm will then be
2
2y 02 2)
V 2x l
which for the above conditions and 8. , 1 is satis-fied for
PT > 1.5 kW. We therefore expect to be able to excite this
parametric process in the Alcator A plasma edge at full power
PT ^ 100 kW, although the thresholds may be increased to
several kilowatts if the low frecuencv wave is heavily
damnped.
d3
Finally, it should be noted that it has been predicted4
that drift waves can be parametricallv excited or suppressed
by lower hybrid waves. It has been experimentally observed 4
that drift waves can be enhanced by lower hybrid waves, at
rf powers much lower than the thresholds of other parametric
effects. Intense dens-ity fluctuations having An/n r 1 have
* 45been observed in the Alcator A edge plasma , although their
physical model has not been determined. Any parametric
excitation or suppression of these fluctuations at the =lasma
edge could sigcnificantly modifv or lower the =arametric threshold
previouslv mentioned. These density fluctuations have very
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small k 1 45 and any scattering from them would not change the
k of the lower hybrid wave; rather it would rotate its k about
B.
D. Lower Hybrid Wave Scattering at the Plasma Ede
The previously mentioned parametric decay driven
by the E k term can cause an instability which excites higheroIL ii
k lower hybrid daughter waves near the plasma edge. If a
significant fraction of the pump is converted into these waves
parametrically, an effective upshift in the k wave spectrum
radiated by the waveguide can occur. This decay process may
reflect lower hybrid waves back along the resonance cone into
the waveguide mouth; the waves reflected from the waveguides
will then be characterized by k 7 r/b as shown above.II
Scattering or parametric excitation by density fluctuations
near the plasma edge would not change the k of the lower hybrid11
waves. Such scattering from an ambient level of density fluctua-
tions has been predicted 4 and observed experimentally in a
small linear machine. Ott49 has derived a 900 scattering length
900
2 2
3/2 c2 2 2 -l 1
4c4 < -_.) > -- (22)900 T 4 4 n > 0
pe
where Z is the width of the density fluctuation k spectrum
and is n 10 cm .5 For n = 3x 13 3, (n/N) 0.3 and
3 = 0 kG, £900 %2 x 10 cm. However, the weak turbulence
arproximation used to obtain Ea. (23) is only valid for
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2 3 2 213 -3
z9 0  > (k, / ) We
2 /W2 '- 1 cm for n, , 3 and ne = 3 x 10 cm .
Thus for the large values of An/N present in Alcator A the weak
turbulence approxnration of Eq. (23) breaks down. Nevertheless,
substantial scattering of the lower hybrid waves at the plasma
edge due to density fluctuations could occur in Alcator A.
Such scattering could manifest itself as an increased
level of lkwer hybrid surface waves and therefore an increased
absorption at the plasma edge. Recently it has. been pointed out that
in toroj.dal coordinates such poloidal scattering of the
lower hybrid waves could lead to increased accessibility of
the wave to the plasma center.51 Here we will examine this
effect in a cylindrical coordinate system in which the m poloidal
number is conserved. Toroidal effects will cause m to vary as
the wave propagates inward and therefore may modify these results.
At the plasma edge a lower hybrid wa-ve has a wavevector
k=(kk, k, where kr is the radial component of the
wavevector, k the poloidal component and k the toroidal
component, which is a constant. Initially k is small
due to the slight difference in angle between B and b caused
by the poloidal B field. kI , which is the wavevector
perpendicular to the local B3, initially has two components
k z k and k I 0, where k - is the component of k in the
radial direction, and kj 1 is that component in the poloidal
plane (k k). k is the component of k parallel to the
totai =agnetic field B . This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Note
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that k z k ae/l >> k , and that in cylindrical coordinates
k = m/r, where m = constant. We then write down the equations
relating (k_, k, k.) and (k k , k ):
- = k = - k cos e + k sin e
r L (24')
k =k sin 9 + k cos e
and
k = k sin e - mcos
r
k = k cos e +rn sin 8
where tan e = C /B.. and B 00.is the poloidal field and Twhretn B/T, and To
is the toroidal field. Initially k 0, kJz k o k zk
and kp z 0. If at the plasma edge we rotate k about B0 , then
2 1/2k = k a and k = k (I - a )/, where for a 904 rotation11 o jr -10
a= 1. Using m and k4 conservation, and exzanding to first
order in r/(Rq(r)), we obtain
weo a 1 1
k (r) = k (a) (. + - r" R a(a)- -(r)
where a is the limiter 'radius, R is the major radius and w o
w (a) . This second term in Eq. (25) can enhance k by a factorpe i
of 2 or 3 by the time the wave propagates into the plasma
center for a " 1. This effect could cause an effective upshift
in k and radically change the expected plasma heating.
This upshift in k is illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. (Sa)
kr' k~ , and k are graphed vs. r for typical Alcator A plasma
parameters and for a = 0. k1l is a constant and the wave
propagates into the plasma center with no absorption. Fig. (5b) is the same
graph with a = - 0.707. k now increases as the wave propagates
inward; near r = 4.5 cm k becomes large enough so that the wave
is absorbed by perpendicular ion Landau damping. The density at which
wave absorption occurs is much lower than that expected from letting
a = 0. Fig. (5c) shows the same graph for a = 0.707. Now k
decreases as the wave propagates inward, resulting in a mode
conversion into a whistler wave at r = 7.5 cm. However, this-
whistler would propagate back into the plasma edge. There
its k could presumably be rotated to a < 0 and it could subsequently
propagate into the plasma interior.
This upshift in ki, could also allow lower hybrid waves
that are not other,ise accessible to the plasma center to reach
there. We can expand Eq. (3) near the plasma edge to find the
nzc at which the lower hybrid wave will mode convert into a
whistler wave
nzc ~(26)
ce C-1
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where at the plasma edge w /U <2< 1. Thus- n and n both
increase as ne increases for a < 0. If nil increases faster
than n zc' the lower hybrid wave will avoid the whistler mode
conversion in the plasma interior. Figure 6 shows the effect
for typical Alcator A plasma conditions. In Fig. ('6a) n (a) =
1.3 and a = 0. At r z 8.5 the lower hybrid wave mode converts
into a whistler wave. For a = - 0.3 and n (a) = 1.3 the wave
penetrates, as shown in Fig. (6b). Thus, a poloidal rotation
of only 17' can change a surface wave into a penetrating wave
and elYen waves with n11 < n zc may penetrate to the plasma center.
Finally, a crude prediction of the effect of strong
poloidal scattering can be made.. We can launch a wavepacket with a specific
k spectrum at the plasma edge, and then isotropize k, about B
at the edge for each value of k . Each (k (a) , a)- component
can then be followed as it propagates inward and is either
absorbed or reflected. The local k spectrum at each radius and
the radial profile of the nower deposition in the plasma can
be calculated. The results of such a calculation as shown in
Fig. 7. Figure (7a) shows the absorbed power PABS vs. r for both
14 -3
electrons and ions for n = 1.6 x 10 cm , deuterium, B =
80 kG, Te = 1 keV, T. = 800 eV, I = 150 kA and for an initial
Brambilla spectrum generated by two out of phase waveguides
having a width b = 1.275 cm. (Note that PAB, is the power absorbed
ner unit length; the power absorbed per unit volume would be
PABS /r) . 40% of the initially incident power is absorbed by
the plasma on the first nass, 90% of which is absorbed by ions.
At least half of the incident power will have a > 0 and be
reflected as whistler waves at the plasma surface; however on
subsequent passes this power can be rescattered into a < 0
and actually heat the plasma. This scattering and isotropization in a
at the plasma edge result in ion heating at a lower density
than expected from the'Brambi,lla k spectrum. Figures (7b) , (c),
and (d) shows, the k, power spectrum at r = 10' cm, 5 cm, and
2 cm. While at the edge the spectrum is es-sentially a "Brambilla"
spectrum, it spreads to larger k as the waves propagate inward.
Finally, at r = 2 cm the components having n > 4.5 are damped
out.
Finally, Fig. (8). shows a P ABS- vs. r profile for n =
142 x 10 , deuterium, B-T = 62 kG, T = 1 keV, T . = 800 eV,T e1
I = 150 kA and two in phase waveguides having b = 1.275 cm.
For in phase waveguides no heating would be expected for a
Brambilla spectrum; however due to the k upshift 22% of the
initial power is absorbed by the plasma, 95% of which is absorbed
by ions. Thus this poloidal rotation can to a certain extent
cause waveguide phase independendent heating. This caiculation predicts
phase independent central ion heating for the Alcator A parameters
14 -3
in deuterium for n e 1.5 x 10 cm and B-T = 60 kG. in theeT
absence of such a rotation ion heating would only occur for
> 3 x 10 1 4cm 3 . For n 3 2.5 x 10 1 4 cm 3 phase independent
heating still is predicted to occur, but at the plasma exterior.
14 - 3
For E < 1 x 10 cm electron heating should occur, but only
:or 0, - waveguide phasing. Thus this =del zreditts that nea.-
ing significantly different than the Brambilla prediction
will occur -i a substanti.al rotation of k occurs at the plasma
edge. Again, we note that additional effects due tc toroidicitv could cccur.
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E. Energetic Ion Confinement
At densities near those defined by Eq. (6), the
mode conversion density, k, and k P become large, and the
lower hybrid wave becomes strongly damped by the ions. If the
phase coherence between the wave and ion is destroyed over a
cyclotron period, the ions would behave as if they were un-
magnetized (W >> w ci ) and the ion Landau damping velocity space
quasilinear diffusion would result. At large k p. and E it
has been proposed that stochastic heating of the ions may
52-54
result It has been further proposed that above this
stochasticity threshold the ergoticity of the ion motion will
produce a decorrelation between the ion motion and wave and
55
result in the ion Landau damping quasilinear diffusion.
Such diffusion is predicted to result in perpendicular energetic
ion tails extending to energies many times the bulk ion temper-
ature. Such energetic ion tails have been observed experimental-
ly in the Alcator A experiment and will be discussed in Sections
III and IV. Here we note that these ion tails must be confined
in order that the rf power, which is first transferred to
energetic ions, be deposited into the bulk plasma as these ions
slow down due to collisions.
These energetic ions can be lost in tokamaks through large
excursion banana orbits which hit the plas-ma limiter. Such
losses and orbits have been calculated oreviouslv56,57/ and what
follows is an annlication to the conditions of Alcator A. In
Alcator A the plasma current can be approximated by a radi4a
crofi e
J (r) J exp (7- 3r 2 /2r 2 )) ( 27)p T
where
B C
J = T0 1.8 TrR
rT (cm) = 1.2 [I (kA)/BT(T)11/2
Here J is the central current density and is fixed by the
condition q(O) = 0.9. As the plasma current is increased, the
current density profile broadens as rT increases. Noting
that in Alcator A Z e 1, J (r) = T 3 / 2 (r). This current
eff p e
density profile is used to calculate the poloidal flux function
from which the loss orbits shown below are taken.
Figure 9 shows the boundaries in velocity space between
confined ion orbits and ion orbits that strike the limiter.
Here R = 54 cm, a = 10 cm, BT = 60 kG, I = 150 kA, and we
consider deuterium ions on the tokamak midplane. Each curve
shows the confinement boundaries at a given minor radius;
the region above the curve contains the unconfined orbits.
Only ions having velocities anti-arallel to the plasma
current are shown, as the confinement for parallel ions is
mucn better. We note that a purely perpendicular ion can *e
contained in Alcator A in this regime at an energy of 96 keV
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at r = 3 cm. However, above an energy of 15 keV (the minimum
unconfined energy) such a perpendicular ion would rapidly be
lost by pitch angle scattering into the unconfined region. The
minimum unconfined energy occurs at a v /v , 0.4; perpendicular
ions with energy above 15 keV will be lost in a time
4 v 11/v 2 T 90, where T9 0 0 is the 90* scattering time.58 Ths ions with
energies above this minimum unconfined energy will be subject
to rapid pitch angle scattering loses. If E., the ion energy,
is below about 18.6 Te (for deuterium), this pitch angle loss
will occur in a time faster than the time necessary for the
ion to slow down on the bulk plasma and a large fraction of its
energy will be lost.
Figure 10 shows the confinement boundaries for the same
conditions as those of Fig. 9, except that now the plasma current
is 75 kA. The minimum unconfined energy is reduced to 6 keV
at r = 3 cm. Furthermore at r = 3 cm perpendicular ions with
energies greater than 37 keV are on unconfined orbits. Thus at 75kA lcwer
energy ions would be subject to pitch angle scattering losses
than at 130 kA. In addition, most perpendicular ions
with energies above 37 keV will be on unconfined orbits; we
would therefore expect a sharp cutoff in any ion tail produced
by the rf at this energy. Figure 11 shcws the variation of minimum
unconfined energy with minor radius for plasma currents I =
100 kA, 150 kA, and 200 kA. We see that as the plasma current
is raised an ion will not be subject to pitch angle scattering
losses over a larger minor radius. This effect is most pro-
nounced forE. > 10 keV. in Sections III and IV it wihe be
shown that ions with energies of tens of keV are produced by
the rf and that in fact these confinement considerations are
relevant.
It should be noted that the effective loss radius for
an ion can in some cases be smaller than the limiter radius a.
The edge neutral density in Alcator A when dn/dt = 0 has been
estimated at 10 1 1 cm 3 . At this density a 10 keV hydrogen ion
would be charge exchange lost in a time ', 100 ;sec, which is
much shorter than the T 90* 2 msec in a central plasma density
14 -3
of 2.5 x 10 cm . During gas puffing in Alcator A in the
initial stage of the discharge the edge neutral density could
12 -3
rise to 10 cm , which would push the point at which the
11 -3
neutral density was 10 cm 2 cm into the plasma. Any ion
or an orbit passing through this region would be rapidly charge
exchange lost; thus the effective loss radius could shrink from
10 cm to 8 cm during gas puffing. Furthermore, the low electron
temperature at the plasma edge will cause some slowing of the
ions that pass through that region. The slowing down time of
58
an energetic ion due to electrons is
9T3/2
T 1.26 x 10 e ( 28)
se n In n
where T is in eV and = nXD When an ion has an energy greater than the
minimum energy for an orbit to cross the plasma edge, it can
scatter into orbits that cross the plasma edge at r < a. If
at this radius s is less -than at the center, a substantial
se 
=raction -f: the ion energv will be dumped at the plasma edge.
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If e 0.190*' then an ion may lose all of its energy in
the plasma edge on electrons before scattering into a better
confined orbit. In this case the region of velocity space
that contains these edge crossing orbits will be depleted
and act as a loss region. For a 20 keV deuterium ion in a
Alcator A plasma with T o = 1 keV and I = 150 keV, Tse = 0.1
T9 0 * occurs when Te = 230 eV at r ". 7 cm. Thus high energy
ions can have an effective loss radius less than the limiter
radius due to T (r).
This effect on confinement is shown in Fig. 12 where
I) = 150 kA, BT = 62 kG and we consider deuterium ions.
We plot the minimum confined energy as in Fig. 11, but for
several different effective loss radii. Figure 12 shows that
as the effective loss radius changes from 10 to 7 cm, a 15 keV deuterium
ion will be subject to pitch angle scattering losses outside
r = 1 cm, whereas before it could only be lost at r > 3 cm.
This shrinkage of the effective loss radius thus causes a shrinkage
of the plasma volume that can contain energetic ions and there-
fore be heated by rf. During gas puffing this effect could
reduce rf heating efficiences.
Another energetic ion loss mechanism on Alcator A is due
to the ripple in the toroidal field at each port due to the
gap in the Bitter magnet. This ripple is 2.5% on axis and 7.5%
at the limiter radius. The effective net ripple will be reduced
from this value by the rotational transformZ9
a2 ?
(29)
f ' - sin1 (' sin )]sn]
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where 8 is the ripple in the absence of plasma current, 5
is the effective ripple, 8 is the poloidal angle, and a = 2r/
(RNg(r)6), where B T(r,b) z BTo (1 - r/R cos e - 3/2 cos N6).
In Alcator A the ripple is too large to be seriously reduced
according to Eq.(29) and 6 eff 6. Energetic ion losses due
59-64
to ripple has been previously considered. In the case of
Alcator A where 6 56 an ion will be trapped in the ripple
well if Iv /vI < 1/2. Such a trapped ion will drift upward with
a velocity v 2/(2 ciR). It will drift out of the central
portio'n of the plasma if the drift distance d > a/2, where
d z 28v D904. This condition defines an energy above which
ripple trapped ions will be depleted
4 1/2 2/5
ne In Q m a R Wci
d 27/2 6
14 -3
In Alcator A at ne = 2.4 x 10 cm , deuterium, and BT = 60 kG,
Ed z 5 key. The depletion of ripple trapped particles above
this energy has been observed by charge exchange measurements
on Alcator A. 6 5
Above this energy E. within the ripple there is a holea
in velocity -space. The nearly perpendicularly rf generated
ions will be lost by rapidly pitch angle scatterina into
this hole in a time - 4 (v /v) 2 9 Since /v 
( can be much smaller than the slowing "own
Si'loss
time and can cause significant power losses. 7t should be noted
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that on Alcator A the ripple in the toroidal field is not
described by a simple cos t relation, but is limited to a
small fraction (^ 0.2) of the machine toroidally near each of
the 4 ports; most of Alcator A (toroidally) is ripple free.
However, a heuristic Monte Carlo code has shown that this
geometrical limitation of the ripple extend will cause no
reduction in the ripple losses.6
In summary, these forementioned ion losses could cause a
substantial effect and reduction in the rf heating efficiences
in Alcator A. As will be stated below, the available rf
power is far less than the ohmic heating power, and these
orbit effects could then significantly affect the experimental
observations.
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III. Experimental Results
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental arrangement is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 13. The rf is injected into Alcator A
through one of four horizontal access ports located 180*
toroidally away from the main limiter. 15 cm on either
side of the waveguide array are "virtual" limiters which
protrude 1 cm radially inward from the 12.7 cm radius vacun,
vessel wall; the main limiter defines a plasma radius
of 10 cm. Diagnostics such as charge exchange, electron
cyclotron emission, Thomson scattering, and rf probes
are located at the two access ports 900 away toroidally
from the waveguides. Hydrogen or deuterium gas puffing is
done at the microwave array port.
The microwave array consists of two adjacent
waveguides connected along their long side by a 0.09 cm
septum. Each waveguide has inside dimensions of 8.13 cm
by 1.275 cm for a combined total area of 20 cm.2 Most
of the work described below was accowmlished with an array
having ceramic vacuum windows outside the toroidal field
magnet; the w = w ce layer was then in vacuum. in the
final stages of the experiment breakdown tests were performed
with an array having ceramic vacuum windows near the wave-
guide mouths. The w = wce layer was then Pressurized with
dry nitrogen. The power and phase was individually controlled
and monitored in each waveguide; in addition the eositicn
of the array was adjustable from the vacuum vessel wall to
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the limiter radius. Work was carried out at power levels
varying between 5 W and 90 kW at a frequency of 2.45 GHz.
Experiments were carried out in both hydrogen and
deuterium Alcator A discharges having B < 80 kG and I < 200 kA.
Tp
Average operating parameters were 1 ~ 150 kA, and BT 60 kG
with a total ohmic input power of 300 kW. Due to the high plasma
density which causes rapid electron-ion equilibration (z e.
5 msec) T and T. were usually close together (T 1 = keV,
T 800 eV. Since the net rf power injected into the torus
(substracting reflected waveguide power) was less than 75 kW and
much less than the ohmic power, only small changes in the bulk
plasma temperatures are to be expected. The global energy confine-
ment time is TE : 6 msec at a line averaged density ne = 1.5 x
14 -310 cm . Temporal changes in Te or T. due to the rf are expected
1
to occur on time scales comparable to TE. ne was varied between
14 -3 14 -3
.0.5 x 10 cm to 4.0 x 10 cm during this work by pulsed gas
- n a14 -3injection. The radial density profile at n < 2.0 x 10 'cm
is parabolic for r < 10 cm 67 with a peak density n = n (r = 0)
= 1.5 ne; at r = 10 cm (the limiter edge) the edge density is
0.1 n e.68 The density continues to decrease to about 0.03 neo
at r = 11.5 cm (the virtual limiter edge) at which point it
probably drops sharply (successful density measurements in
the shadow of the virtual limiters have not been carried out).
The electron temperature profile is gaussian, namely
T e(r) - T o ex (- r 2/rT ), where r. is defined in Eq. (32);
T has a similar or oerhaos broader radial orofile. Finally
it should be noted that in Alcator A strong density luctuations
having .n/N 1 1 have been observed at the limiter edge
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which could scatter the lower hybrid waves.49
B. Waveguide-Plasma Coupling and RF Breakdown
Figure 14 shows the results of coupling measurements
made at a power level of 5 W with the center of the waveguide
mouths at r = 10 cm. The total global reflectivity RT of
the array is graphed vs. $, the relative phase 'difference
of the incident waves in the two waveguides. This low power
work was carried out in deuterium at BT = 60 kG. A minimum
14 -3in reflectivity is observed at ? = 195* at both n = 3 x 10 cm
14 -3
and n, = 0.5 x 10 cm ; as the density increases the reflect-
e
ivity increases. The solid lines are the theoretical predic-
tions of Brambilla theory, adjusting 7n to best fit the data.
We note here that there was a 150 error in the 6 measurement;
the minimum in RT at 6 = 1950 is identified as the 6 = 180*
symmetry point and the theory is plotted taking this into account.
We note that the density gradients 101 cm indicated in Fig.
14 necessary to match RT to theory are larger than the gradients
13 -4present in the absence of the waveguide which are n 10 cm
One possible explanation is that sharp gradients of ion Larmor
radius scale length could be caused by the presence of the wave-
guides; however, this hypothesis could not be confirmed as a
measurement of 7n e at the waveguide mouth was not possible.
Figure 15 shows RT vs. waveguide mouth position for
14 -3 - l -3
= 1800 at ne = 1 x 10 cm and n. = 0.5 x 10 cm . A
sharp minimum in Rr at r = 12.1 cm is observed at which
point the waveguide mouth is near the vacuum vessel wall.
At < 12.1 cm Ry increases with increasing nsity, which
suggests that densitv gradient in front of the waveguide
13 -4
mouth is greater than 10 cm as shown in Fig. 3a. At
r > 12.1 cm part or all of the waveguide mouth is recessed
behind the vacuum vessel wall and Brambilla theory doesn't
apply (the waveguide mouth itself has a flat face, whereas
the vacuum vessel wall is of course circular). The minimum
in PT at r = 12.1 am allows PT < 20% and good waveguide-plasma Coupling results.
Since this mini-mm in PT at r = 12.1 an persisted at high power, rost of the
rf heating work was done there.
Figure 16 shows the variation in PT as the incident
power Prf was varied from 5 kW to over 80 kW; within the
experimental error RT is unchanged at 13%. In this case
la -3
r = 12.1 cm, = l80*, ne = 1.7 x 10 cm , B = 60 kG and
a deuterium discharge was used. No breakdown was observed
up to P rf = 90 kW, which would correspond to P rf/A = 4.5 kW/cm2
at the waveguide mouth. Furthermore, the unchanged reflect-
ivity as P increases by a factor of 10 is not suggestive
of any nonlinear or ponderomotive effect on RT. Figure 17
shows PT vs. t at r = 12.1 cm. There is a slight phase
dependence of PT, resulting in most efficient coupling at
= 180. This coupling does not vary as P is changed
from 32 kW to 85 kW and agrees with measurements at P r = W
within experimental error. Fig. 18 shows RT vs. 4 at r = 12.1 cm,
11.1 cm, and 10.6 cm, for n = 1 x 10 14 cm-3, Bm = 62 kG,e
deuterium, and P rf = 75 kW. A strong dependence of RT on $
is obtained at steeper density gradients as the waveguide is
pushed further into the plasma. In summary, both the high
and low power coupling measurements exhibit by themselves no
clear contradiction to linear-waveguide plasma coupling
theory. Hcwever, it should be cautioned that 7n in the oresence
0f the wavecuides was not measured; speci:ically when the wavecuides
were positioned at r = 10 cm the plasma at the waveguide mouth may
2.0 -3
have been overdense (n > 7 x 10 cm for f = 2.45 GHz), and
Brambilla theory may not directly apply to this case.
The previous results were all accomplished with a
waveguide array having its vacuum windows outside the toroidal
field magnets. The w = wce layer, which. occurs at B = 876 G,
was situated within the evacuated section of waveguide.
Nevertheless, no clear rf breakdown was observed at Prf < 90 kW
2
or P /A < 4.5 kW/cm with r = 12.1 cm. However, above
rf
P = 80 kW the reflected power in the two waveguides 
became
unbalanced when $ = 180* and r = 12.1 cm. This is illustrated
in Fig. 19, where the balance B is plotted vs. time for
three separate rf pulses (B = reflected power in left waveguide/
total reflected power). At Prf < 50 kW, B z 0.5 as expected
by symmetry. At higher PrO significant deviations from B = 0.5
are obtained. Finally at P r = 90 kW B(t) wildly oscillates,
rr
indicating that the reflected power is alternating between
waveguides. However the total reflected power does not change
and plasma heating is still obtained. Clearer evidence of
14 - 3 -
breakdown is exhibited in Fig. 20, where n e 0.5 x 10 cm and
we compare the reflected powers at r = 12.1 cm and r = 11.1 cm.
As the waveguide is moved into the plasma, the reflectivity
increases, thereby increasing the peak electric field in the
waveguides. As shown, there is a sharp increase in reflected
power at r = 11. 1 cm that is not associated with any rapid
change in plasma parameters. We see that, while at r = 12.1.cm
no breakdown and good waveguide-plasma coupling are obtained
p to P /A = 4.5 kW/cm2, this azpears to be an uper limit
on the -ower handling capability of this waveguide.
LI A
In order to see if this breakdown limit could be
pushed to higher power densities, a waveguide array was
tested having vacuum wi.ndows near the waveguide mouths
so that the w = oce layer was pressurized. Otherwise
this array was identical to the previous one. Fig. 21 shows
raw data obtained from this array at a peak P rf = 90 kW,
14 -3
n = 1.5 x 10 CM 3 = 62 kG, deuterium, = 1804 and
eT
r = 12.1 cm. The lowest four traces are crystal signals
proportional to the forward and reflected powers in each
waveguide. No sudden change in any crystal signal is observed.
A large increase in the neutron rate occurs concurrent with
the rf, which is evidence of ion heating and will be further
discussed below. Thus there is no sign of breakdown at
P rf/A = 4.5 kW/cm,.
Fig. 22a plots RT vs. P rf for 3 values of ne and with
the array at r = 12.1 cm. Within experimental error P is
independent of P , further indicating the lack of breakdown.
rf'
Fig. 22b shows R. vs. n for P = 90 kW. R decreases as n
e rf T e
increases, which indicates that the waveguide mouth may be
slightly further away from the plasma than the location of the
optimum RS in Fig. 15. This hypothesis was tested by moving
1A -3
the array 1.5 mm further into the plasma; at n 'u 1.5 x 10-cm
R decreased, as shown in Fig. 22. This result indicates 
the
sharpness of the minimum in RT vs. r.
Finally, Fig. 23 shows the result of roughly doubl-
ing Pr,/A by exciting only one waveguide. Here 30 kW of rf
cower is launched into the left waveauide, which now has
43D
P /A = 8 kW/cm2. The right waveguide is not directly
excited by the rf generator and is terminated in a dummy
load. No sign of breakdown is exhibited in either the
forward or reflected power signals (the reflected power in
the left waveguide is less than 3% of the incident power).
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C. Plasma Heating Results
Studies of plasma heating were carried out using the
two waveguide array having vacuum windows outside the toroidal
field magnets. The center of the waveguide mouths was
positioned at r = 12.1 cm for the lowest I and P was
between 80 kW and 90 kW. Generallydeuterium plasmas were
used with B = 62 kG, I = 150 kA, T z 1 keV and T. = 800 eVT pe1
- 14 -3
at n e ' 1.5 x 10 cm . Figure 24a shows typical raw data
during an rf shot having Prf = 80 kW. There is no increase
in loop voltage VL' resistive voltage V (V is formed from
VL by taking into account the mutual inductance between the
center of the plasma and the vacuum vessel) or density. No
effect is observed on the nitrogen, oxygen, carbon, or
mrolybdeium impurity radiation due to the rf pulse. However,
the lowest trace shows a factor of 15 increase in the neutron
rate concurrent with the rf pulse. Up to factors of 50
increase in the neutron rate have been observed due to the
rf, which correspond to peak neutron rates of 2 x 10 1 1sec- 1.
This neutron rate enhancement could be caused by
photoneutrons from the molybdeum limiter, e - D disintegration
neutrons, or D - D fusion neutrons. Several neutron detectors situated
at different toroidal locations see equal neutron rates;
photoneutrons originating from the limiter would cause a
factor of 30 difference in response between detectors at the
69
limiter and at the waveguide array. The neutrons are there-
fore uniforml oroduced toroidallv and cannot be -hotoneutrons
:rcm the limiter. e - D neutrons would be caused by energetic
417
electrons having energies in excess of 2.2 MeV. Electron
cyclotron emission at w = 2w is sensitive to nonthermalce
electrons, yet sees no increase in w = 2 oce radiation during
the neutron rate increase. Furthermore, when the density
14 -3
is reduced below 1 x 10 cm and strong nonthermal electron
cyclotron emission is observed during the rf pulse, r. neutron rate increase occurs.
Finally, concurrent with the neutron rate increase there is
a sharp increase in high energy neutrals emitted by the
plasma having E > 5 keV. These observations virtually rule
out the possibility of the rf generated neutrons being caused
by.e - D disintegrations and indicate that this neutron rate
increase is due to D - D fusion neutrons.
Figure 24b sihcws the increase in the neutron rate vs.
density for several shots at B = 62 kG, I = 150 kA, andT p
in deuterium. Enhancements in the neutron rate are confined
14 -3
to a narrow range of n centered about 1.7 x 10 cm , suggest-e.
ing a resonant effect. In Fig. 23 we show the neutron rate enhance-
ment vs. n in deuterium for 3T = 80 kG, and I = 200 kA. A
similar resonance is obtained, although the peak in the neutron
rate may be slightly downshifted in E by the order of
14 -3
0.1 x 10 cm-. A slight upshift in the density band is
found when BT is lowered to 52 kG. No neutron enhancement
-- 14 -3
occurs at all when B T 48 kG for n < 2.5 x 10 cm AtT e
> (1/2,
this low field w > (w . / or r < 5 cm and the centralce ci
plasma is therefore not accessible to the lower hybrid wave.
These results will be su marized below. Fig. 26 shows the
neutron rate enhancement vs. n for B, = 62 kG, I- = 130 kA,
deuterium, and the array mouth nositioned at r = 10.6 cm.
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Now the face of the array is no longer between the virtual
limiters, but further into the plasma where n and 7n are larger.
Nevertheless, the neutron density band is essentially the
same as that of Fig. 24, showing that this result is not an
artifact of the density gradient at the waveguide-plasma
interface.
The absence of rf generated neutrons when BT < 48 kG
suggests that the rf enhanced neutron production occurs near the plas
center. Figure 27 shows an expanded graph of a typical neutron
rate-and the central chord soft x-ray emission rate. Sawteeth
are observable on the enhanced neutron rate which are well
correlated to the sawteeth on the soft x-rays originating in
the plasma center. This indicates that the neutrons are
produced by energetic ions within the q = 1 surface at r < 3 cm.
The neutron rate falls off with a time constant of 1.5 msec
after the rf is shut off. This time is much longer than the
10 .sec loss times expected for ions generated at the plasma
edge. As will be discussed in section IV this decay time is
consistent with energetic ions at the plasma center slowing
down on electrons. Figure 28 plots the relative neutron
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count rate during rf vs. r for a collimated neutron detector.
During these measurements the total neutron production of
many shots were added together at each chord position; however,
the rf neutron production dwarfed the thermal emission by
over an order of magnitude. The shaded area is the level of
neutron leakage into the detector due to imperfect collimation.
The rate is sharply peaked at r = 0. An Abel inversion of
this data reveals a neutron production rate =eaked at r = 0
with a half maximum occurring at r = 1.7 cm. The results
show that the rf enhanced neutron production is localized
to the plasma center.
Fig. 29 shows the variation in rf enhanced neutron rate
- 14 -3
enhancement vs. $ for P = 80 kW, B = 62 kG, n = 1.6 x 10 cm
rf T e
and I = 150 kA. Within + 10% there is no variation in the
p
neutron rate when 6 is varied from 01 to 180". This res-ult
strongly contradicts the theory of Fig. 3b, which predicts
that the P (nz) power spectrum will change from being character-
ized by n z 3 to having n > 1 when variegs from 180* to
00. At $ = 00 over 80% of the power would have nz < 1.5 and
not be accessible past the plasma edge at r = 9 cm where
n = 7 x 10 1 3cm 3 when ne = 1.6 x 10 ~4 cm . Thus little effect
on the ions at r = 0 would be expected when o = 0*. This
result implies that the lower hybrid waves are having their
k changed at the plasma edge at r > 9 cm in order to gain
accessibility.
Fig. 30 plots the rf neutron rate enhancement vs. P
14 -3for ne z 1.7 x 10 cm , BT = 60 kG, I = 150 kA, and
e T p
= 1800. The rf produced enhancement becomes detectable at
2
P = 10 kW, above which it varies roughly as 2r . From
rf 2PL
this result it seems that by increasing the rf power the
ratio of (neutron rate)/(rf power input) can be substantially
increased.
During the rf neutron enhancement an increase is
observed in energetic neutral emission by -the plasma. This
emission is monitored by a charge exchange analyzer ori entd
50
perpendicularly to the toroidal magnetic field. Due to the
2.5% ripple on axis in the toroidal field at the ports,
the charge exchange analyzer monitors ions that are ripple tranped
in this magnetic well. Figure 31 shows typical fast neutral
spectra observed through the central chord of the plasma before,
during and after the rf pulse. Without rf the spectra are
characterized by T = 750 eV; in agreement with Ea. (30) there
is a cutoff above E " 5 keV due to ripple trapping. Above this
energy the ripple trapped ions will drift out of the plasma
in t ' 100 psec and are subject to a depletion. During the rf
pulse this depleted tail is repopulated by the rf as shown
in Fig. 31. Due to the rapid 7B losses this perpendicular ion
distribution function is not necessarily the same as the
toroidally circulating ion distribution function. However, it
does indicate that during neutron enhancement the rf creates
energetic ions. When tte rf is turned off, the neutral flux at
energies greater than 5 keV decays away in a time less than 500
isec. This is expected, since these ions are ripple trapped and
7B drift out of the plasma. The neutron enhancement is produced
by circulating ions and therefore decays in a much longer time.
Furthermore, if the charge exchange spectrum of Fig. 31 is used
to calculate a neutron rate enhancement, it is over a factor of
10 smaller than that observed. This point will be discussed in
Section IV. Finally it should be noted that within the accuracy
of the charge exchange apparatus (iT. 100 eV) no clear change in
bulk ion temperature is observed; furthermore any chance in
T due to the rf durina this neutron enhancement is less that
e
50 eV.
Figure 32 shows the results of an up-down scan of the
charge exchange analyzer during the rf pulse at E = 6.6 keV
and E = 9.8 keV. No flux is observed through a chord
crossing more than 5 cm below the plasma center. As the
chord is moved upwards (in the direction of the 7B drift)
the energetic flux sharply increases as the plasma center
is approached. This is interpreted as evidence that the
energetic ion production is localized near the plasma center.
The increase in flux as the chord is moved above the plasma
center is due to the energetic ions drifting into the higher
neutral density plasma exterior. Figure 33 shows a density
scan of the E = 8 keV charge exchange flux in hydrogen during
the rf pulse. A density band is fourd which is similar to that of the neutron
band in deuterium, except that the density band is downshifted to
14 - 3
n 1 0.9 x 10 ~cm 3 . This downshift is in rough agreement with
the mass dependence of the lower hybrid mode conversion layer
of Eq. 6.
When the plasma density is lowered below the neutron
production band, the high energy tail in the charge exchange
spectrum no longer appears. However, electron heating is
observed to take place. Figure 34 shows raw data from an r:
14 - -3
shot at n e 0.9 x 10 cm where Pf = 80 kW, $ = 180*,
B = 60 kG, and deuterium is employed. During the rf pulse
there is no change in impurity radiation or density, but V,
decreases slightly. Soft x-ray emission from the plasma
center increases during the rf pulse and there is a 10% increase
in the ' = 2j ellctron cyclotron emission from the =lasmace
4,
center. At this density and at T = 1.1 keV the w = 2w
e ce
layer is optically thick and this emission should be proportional
to T . Thomson scattering measurements averaged over consecutive
identical shots with and without rf indicates an increase
in T from 1130 eV + 50 eV without rf to 1250 eV + 30 eV with
rf. This 10% increase in Te due to rf represents at'least a
35% heating efficiency in this mode and will be further
discussed in Section IV. The increase in w = 2wce emission
is found to be roughly proportional to Pr, between 20 kW
and 8,0 kW. In fig. 35 we plot Te (r) with and without rf from the
l -3S= 2we emission from two identical shots; ne = 1.2 x 10 cm
ce
Prf = 80 kW, ? = 180', BT = 60 kG, and deuterium is employed.
The change in T is seen to be largest near the plasma center,
as would be expected from electron Landau damping. Past
r = 5 cm the w = 2w layer is no longer optically thick and
ce
the temperature plotted is higher than the true temarature. Finally,
11 -3
we note that when n is further reduced to 0.3 x 10~cm
strong nontheral electron cyclotron emission enhancement
during the rf pulse is observed which reflects the generation
of suprathermal electrons. Decreases in V and VL are
clearly observable and the plasma column shifts outward.
However, Thomson scattering measurements were not carried out
in this regime to determine what fraction of this- increased plasma
energy is in the suprathermal electrons and what f ractin is
in the bulk distribution.
In Fig. 36 we summarize the previouslV cited
results by indicating the densit- bands within which a
neutron enhancement is observed during rf, and the density
bands within which energetic neutrals are observed during the application of
rf power in hydrogen discharges. The curves indicate the appeararce
of the mode conversion layer at the plasma center for n = 3
and ni = 5; in graphing the experimental results we let
ne 1.5 ne = central plasma density. We see that for n =3,
the typical value of n expected from linear theory to characterize
the lower hybrid wave spectrum launched by the waveguide
array, the theoretical curve is in poor agreement with the
exprimental ion heating bands in deuteriUm. From Section II we would
expect that ion heating would only occur at or slightly below
the mode conversion density. However, for n11 = 5 the curves
agree well. Furthermore, electron Landau damping would only
be expected to occur when c/k11 vTe < 3 or n > 5 for T = 1 keV.
This is an additional indication that the P(n ) wave power
spectrum is upshifted from that expected from linear theory.
Finally, the neutron enhancement being independent of the
waveguide phasing indicates that this upshift must originate
near the plasma edge in order to permit penetration of the
lower hybrid waves to the plasma center. In summary these
results are contrary to expectations based on the validity of linear theory
and require a reformulation of the wave-plasma interaction at
the plasma periphery.
In the previous analysis we interpret the experimental
ion heating results as corresponding to the appearance of the
mode conversion layer at the olasma center. This interpretation
would predict an upper limit to the density at which ion neat-
ing could occur; as the density is raised above the central
=lasma ion heating value, the heating zone would move radiallv
outward into regions of poorer energy confinement. For example,
14 -3 14 -3increasing n from 1.7 x 10 cm to 2.4 x 10 cm would
move the absorption zone out to r = 5 cm. More importantly,
at r > 5 cm energetic ion confinement would be worse than
at r = 0; from Fig. 11 an ion with E > 6 keV at r > 5 cm would
be subject to rapid pitch angle scattering into unconfined
banana orbits. Since the rf heats ions by first depositing
energy into an energetic tail, this confinement effect would
lead to well defined ion heating density bands.
It should be noted that the Alcator A lower hybrid
heating experiment is the first in which the thermal
corrections to the dispersion relation are large enough to
exhibit any nz dependence experimentally. From Eq. (6) we can define a
thermal correction factor C = 2n (M.aT /M ) 1/2 - 2 ce W
which determines the fractional decrease of the
density at which the mode conversion layer appears. For
1-9
previous experiments C " 0.5 for nz = 3, but for Alcator A
C 2.1 at BT = 62 kG, n = 3 and deuterium. In Alcator A
an upshift in n from 3 to 5 would lower the heating density
by 31%, whereas in previous experiments this reduction would
be less than 18%. As seen in Fig. 36 this correction is less in
hydrogen due to the mass reduction of w 2/(Wce ci ) and this
anomalous upshift in nz is not noticeable from the ion heating
results.
D. RF Probe and Waveguide Reflected Power Frequency
Spectra
As shown in Fig. 13, an rf nrobe was situated 900
away from the waveguide array toroidallv on the torus mila
The nrobe had a 1 mm diameter by 3 mm long wire tin bent in
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the poloidal direction. The probe, which had a flat frequency
response within 3 db up to 2.5 GHz, was situated at r = 11 cm
in the shadow of the limiter but outside the shadow of the virtual
limiters. Using Eq. (4) we can calculate the angle of propaga-
2
tion of 'the lower hybrid wave having n >> 1 in the edge plasma
2 2 ad 2 2
where w << 2 and w << W2 using Eq. (4):pe ce pe
tan e = -- = - . (31)
;k 1 k I6
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For ne = 3 x 10 cm (the density at r = 10 cm during ion
heating) tan e : 5 x 10-2 and by the time it traverses 90
toroidally a lower hybrid ray starting at the virtual limiters
at r = 11.5 cm will easily penetrate further into the plasma
than the position of the probe. Thus the probe will not see
rays directly emitted by the waveguide array. It will monitor
either surface waves with n < n , surface waves caused by
II za
scattering n > nza waves in the turbulent edge plasma, or
waves that fill the plasma column after several passes. The
probe could not be inserted further into the torus since it
would be destroyed by the plasma.
Figure 37a shows a typical high frequency rf probe
spectrum taken with P = 30 kW, B3 = 62 kG, deuterium, and
= 2.1 x 10 1 cm 3 . A well defined lower sideband is
present that has well defined teaks which are separated by
W = .for deuterium. At the orobe the amelitude of the lower
ci
rrequencv sideband is usually at least 10 db down from the pump
amplitude.
; If
Figure 37b shows a typical low frequency rf probe spectrum
14 - 3
taken with P = 90 kW, I = 165 kA, n = 1.6 x 10 cm 3 ,
rf p e
B T= 62 kG and deuterium. Well defined peaks at multiples of
the deuterium cyclotron frequency occur on this spectrum. The
appearance of both a high and low frequency spectrum during the
rf pulse indicates the presence of parametric processes in the
plasma. These decay waves have been previously observed in
tokamaks. 2,7,9
Figure 38 shows the variation in the shape of the high
frequency rf probe spectrum as density is changed; here
B = 82 kG, I = 200 kA, P = 90 kW and a deuterium discharge
is employed. At low density (where presumably mode conversion does
not occur) no lower sideband is observed that is separated from
the pump frequency by more than o = 2wc. As the density rises,
the sideband amplitude increases for waves having AI > 2 '
- l14 -3-
at n 1.9 x 10 -cm a peak at Aw = 9w . is cleary visible.
ec
At this point the mode conversion layer is presumably in the
plasma. This result is qualitatively consistent with the discuss-
37
ion in Section II and previous numerical results. The low
frequency spectrum of Fig. 37b does not significantly change its
form as the density is varied, which suggests it is generated
near the plasma edge. The dependence of the amplitude of the
lower sideband frequency spectrum on P is found to be
14 -3
strongly nonlinear. At n = 1.7 x 10 cm BM = 62 kG,
I = 150 kA and in deuterium, this lower sideband is not
observed below a threshold power of 10 kW; above this thrleshold
5 7
its frequency integrated amplitude increases faster than
P . However, at P rf 50 kW it is still an order of
magnitude less than the pump signal. Thus, the lower side-
band parametrically generated lower hybrid waves do not
appear to have a significant amplitude compared to the pump
wave, at least as observed by the rf probe.
Figure 39 .shows the rf probe spectra under finer
frequency resolution with a 300 KHz spectrum analyzer band-
width. Figure 39a shows the high frequency spectrum
centered about the pump frequency; here BT = 62 kG,
14 -3
n = 2.8 x 10 cm , I = 150 kA, and P rf= 80 kW in deuterium.
There is negligible power in the narrow peak at 2.45 GHz, the
signal being broadened and downshifted in frequency (usually
the sharp peak doesn't occur at all) . Figure 39b shows the low
frequency rf probe response with and without rf for
n = 1.6 x 104cm -3, I = 150 kA, B = 62 kG, and P = 80 kW.n . x1 C 30k T rf
We see that during the rf pulse there is a strong enhancement in the
amplitude of the low frequency fluctuations. In the
absence of the rf the low frequency fluctuations have a
45ofte24 zFWHM = 150 KHz. The frequency downshift of the 2.45 GH
signal and the enhancement of the low frequency signal
suggest these spectra result from a parametric decay; altern-
atively the broadening of pump wave could be caused by scattering
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from drift waves. However, at this density where the high
frequency signal FWHM ,, 5 MHz >> 150 KHz, a huge number of
scattering would be required to produce the abserved frecue.ncy broadening.
Furthermcre, it is nlikalv that a large number of passive
scatterings could result in a frequency downshifted spectrum.
Figure 40 shows the high frequency spectrum of the
rf probe at a lower ne = 1 x 10 1 4 cm 3 , deuterium, BT = 62 kG,
and P = 80 kW, for both a' 30 KHz and 300 KHz bandwidth.
At lower density the FWHM of the probe signal is sharply
reduced and (as will be later plotted) its amplitude increases.
The asymmetrical frequency downshift of the probe signal is
correspondingly reduced and is essentially only apparent in
the 30 KHz bandwidth frequency spectrum. The behavior of
the frequency integrated 2.45 GHz signal amplitude and its
FWHM as a function of n are plotted in Fig. 41 for P =
er.
80 kW, $ = 180*, BT = 62 kG, Ip = 150 kA, and a deuteriun
discharge. In Fig. 41a the probe signal amplitude at 2.45 GHz
is plotted and exhibits a sharp decrease beginning at
Se IQ1.5 x 10 1cm where the ion heating begins. Figure 41b
shows the FWHM of the probe spectra vs. l e which also shows
a sharm increase from u 400 KHz to 5 MHz at n rises from
e
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1.5 x 10 cm to 2.5 x 10 cm . At n > 3 x 10 cme
the mode conversion layer is certainly present in the plasma
and should absorb the waves that are accessible to the
1 4 -3
plasma center, whereas for ne < 1 x 10 cm the mode conver-
sion layer will not be present and weakly damped lower
hvbrid waves snould fill the :lasma column. Thus at high
density the zrobe essentially monitors the surface waves.
Fig. 41a then implies an exceedingly low amplitude surface
wave in the plasma due to the low amplitude signal at
n > 3 x 10 1 4 cm 3 . The sharp decrease in probe signal amplitude
as n increases through the neutron enhancement band would
be caused by the onset of absorption of the accessible
lower hybrid waves at the mode conversion layer. This interpret-
ation is illustrated by the arrows in Fig. 41a, which depict
the values of n that will mode convert and be absorbed at the
plasma center at successive values of ne. Similarly, the
sharp increase in the FWHM of the probe signal as n rises in
Fig. 41b could be qualitatively explained by the appearance
of the mode conversion layer. At high density only the surface
waves are monitored, which are localized to the edge region
where successive scatterings from density fluctuations or
parametric instabilities could occur.
Figure 42 shows the dependence of the probe signal
intensity at f = 2.45 GHz on ; P = 80 kW, BT = 62 kG,
I = 150 kA, n = 1 x 10 cm and a deuterium discharge isp
employed. At the three waveguide mouth positions at r = 12.1 cm,
r = 11.1 cm and r = 10.6 cm virtually no e dependence is
obtained. Similar e independent results are obtained at
14 -3
n = 1.7 x 10 cm .
Figure 43 shows the variation of probe signal power within
i Miz of 2.45 Giz. vs. P at n 2 x 10 ca-3 5 2 kG,
rf
deuterium, and with the array at r= 12.1 cm. The probe signal is :oughly
linear in P over 3 orders of magnitude; no threshold is
observed at P = 100 W. Although threshold owers of ther7.
order of 1 kW are exnected for a parametric decay into lower
hybrid waves and ion acoustic waves, tIs level is still .uch higher
60
than OW. The lack of a threshold at Pf - 100 W suggests that these results mav
be caused by a parametric vecay int= drift-wavesr the threshzld for this process
might be low (as previously observed in a linear machine 4 4 ),
although in Alcator A these fluctuations are not understood.
Alternatively, some of the frequency broadening could be
caused by passive scattering from density fluctuations at the
plasma edge, although this process alone would not account for
the low frequencyprobe signal enhancement or the asymmetrical frequency
downshift of the 2.45 GHz waves.
Figure 44 shows the frequency spectrum of the reflected
power in a waveguide positioned at r = 12.1 cm for B, = 62 kG,
14 -3
deuterium, I = 120 kA, a = 2.5 x 10 cm and a 300 KHZ
pe
spectrum analyzer bandwidth. The spectrum for both P = 7 kW
and P rf = 200 W is shown. The reflected power is dominated
by the "pump" signal at f = 2. 45 GHz. The frequency integrated
amplitude of the sidebands is 30 db down from the pump
amplitude and the lower frequency sideband is larger in
amplitude than the sideband whose frequency is above 2.45 GHz.
Figure 45 shows a "discreet line" reflected power that would
appear when the waveguide was inserted further into the plasma than
the r = 12. 1 cm point; here B = 62 kG, deuterium, 'n=
14 -3
2.5 x 10 cm , I = 100 kA, P - = 80 kW and we use a 300 KHz
p rf
bandwidth spectrum analyzer. In this case the waveguide array
face was at t = 11.1 cm. While in Fig. 45 there are only
frequency downshifted sidebands, in some cases discreet side-
bands appear both above and below the nump :requency. These
spectra do not chance at different values of n , which suggests
they originate near the waveguide mouth at the -lasma edge.
C-
In Fig. 46 ve show the pmp and frequency integrated sideband
reflected powers near 2.45 GMz vs. P for the waveguide array face ,
- 14 -3, 2kdueimat r = 12.1 cm and for n =2.5 x 10 cm , BT = 62 kG, deuteriu,
and I = 120 kA. Figire 46a shows that the amplitude of the
p
pump reflected power is proportional to the incident power
until Prf < 200 W, at which point this proportionality no
longer holds. At this low power level
the sideband power is of the same order of magnitude as.the
pump. Figure 46b shows that the sideband amplitude varies as
P 1/ until P - < 200 W, at which point it rapidly decreases
rf r
and is absent below Prf = 50 W. Thus the sideband amplitude
is not a linear function of Pr, and exhibits a threshold.
This threshold for the appearance of this frequency broadened
spectrum increases to 7 kW as the waveguide array is moved in
to r = 11.1 cm. The behavior of the threshold of the discrete
line reflected power sideband is opposite. When the face of
the array is at r = 11.1 cm, the discrete line sideband onsets
at P rf 1 50 kW. When the array is withdrawn from the plasma
this threshold increases,, until at r = 12.1 cm the sideband
is not excited even at Prf = 90 kW. These sidebands could be
caused by density oscillations in the w = wpe layer in front
of the waveguides that controls waveguide-plasma coupling.
Alternatively these sidebands would be evidence of parametric
backscatter localized near the waveguide mouth.
CO2, laser scattering was alsQ carried out durin this
work and observed the driven lower hybrid waves in the olasma
interior. The wave amplitude in the =lasma interior was :zund
to be independent of relative waveguide zhasing. Frecuencv
downshifd and broadened wave spectra were measured, but
their FWHM did not follow the same ne dependence as those of
the rf probe. The amplitude of the lower hybrid wave inside
the plasma was found to be proportional to P for powers
between 10 kW and 80 kW. The main results of this work were
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presented elsewhere.
E. Energetic Ion Confinement Effects
As discussed in Section II the rf heats ions by
first producing energetic ion tails; in order for lower
hybrid heating to be efficient these tails must be confined in
the plasma column. One loss mechanism is due to ripple trapping
in thd magnetic well of the port gap in the toroidal field magnet.
Since ion heating only occurred at a fixed density, it was not
possible to make a parametric study of this loss effect on rf
heating. Another loss mechanism is due to imperfectly confined
banana orbits; this loss process would affect ions with E > 15 keV
and is current dependent. Evidence that the rf produced ion
tails having energies greater than 50 keV will be presented in
Section IV. In fact dependences of the neutron enhancements on
I were observed and these can be attributed to banana orbit
p
losses.
At I < 100 kA no enhancement of the neutron rates
during application of rf power were ever observed. Above I =
100 kA, the rf enhanced neutron rate grew as I grew, reaching
a maximum enhancement factor of 50 above the thermal rate between
150 kA < I < 200 kA at B = 62 kG. Furthermore, when the rfpT
power was turned off the e-folding decay time of the neutron rate
enhancement arew with increasing I .n Fig. 47 the e-folirg necay
time of the neutron rate after the rf pulse shutoff is graphed vs. 1_ for
14 -3P =85 kW, n , 1.5 x 10 cm and B = 62 kG and 80 kG. Over a factor
rf e T
of two increase in the decay time occurs when I is increased
p
from 120 kA to 200 kA. Since within this range of I, T (r = 0)Se
71does not vary by more than 10% and since the neutron produc-
tion originates at the plasma center, this increase can be
interpreted as due to scattering of energetic ions into orbits
that either hit the limiter, or pass through the edge plasma
where T is low and the neutral density is high.
Finally, no neutron rate enhancement was observed when
the rf power was injected during rapid density increases concurrent
with gas puffing; this lack of neutron enhancement could be due
to an increase in neutral density at the plasma periphery. This
interpretation is strengthened by the observation that thermal
neutron emission is usually absent or depressed during this
period. These effects will be further elaborated on in Section IV.
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IV. Discussion and Summary
A. Energetic Ion Tail Production and Confinement
As discussed in Section II, we expect that the lower
hybrid wave heats the plasma by first producing energetic
ion tails, which must be confined in order to obtain reason-
able bulk plasma heating efficiencies. The charge exchange
diagnostic measures fast neutrals having v ,.B, which originate
from ions superbanana trapped in the toroidal field ripples.
Due to this ripple, these trapped ions are subject to rapid
7B drift losses for E. > 5 keV; the fast neutral spectra
obtained from these perpendicular ions are therefore not
indicative of the untrapped ion distribution function which
dominates the neutron production. The neutron rate is only
sensitive to the integral of the fast ion distribution function
and doesn't yield its detailed shape. Nevertheless, it is
certain that the factor of 50 increase in the neutron rate due
to the application of the rf power is mainly due to the energetic
tail ions; if a tail was absent and these neutrons were of
thermal origin, T would have had to increase from 300 eV to
at least 1300 eV, which was not observed. Below we formulate
a simple model in order to set a lower limit on the rf produced
ion tail energy. In this model we shall calculate the neutron
rate and decay time after rf turn off ignoring ion orbit losses.
By ignoring these losses we will underestimate the ion tail
energy- and overestimate the neutron rate decay time. We can
express the ion distribution function as
N
f (E) = (1 - (E) + 66' d 6(E - Z ) (32)
n=l n n
27r 1/2 n/T
where n = 3/2 E n AE e = constant
(7rTT)
AE = En+1 - E = constant
E = nAE
n
N -
d' (= a n
In Eq. (32) f(E) has been expressed as a bi-maxwellian with
a bulk distribution function at T = T and a tail distribution
function at T = T Furthermore, the tail has been broken up
into a sum of closely spaced delta functions normalized so
that a fraction 3 of the total ion populatlon is in the tail.
It is easy to show that for TT > 5 keV the resulting neutron
rate will be closely approximated by tail-bulk ion collisions
in which we can ignore the bulk ion energies. We then obtain
n v = Neutron Rate (33)
e n
2(1 N (2E (t))
S 2n2 l - )6 ' - (E (t) ) _
DD n M.4n
n=l
where we now allow E (t) to vary as ions at an initial energy
n
= E - slow down on ions and electrons -
n no
(E (t)) 3 / _ (3/2 /2) exp(- 3tZT ) - 33/2 4)n no c
where Ts is given in Eq. ( 28) and Ec z 18.6 Te for deuterium.
a D (E) is the neutron production cross-section for a deuteron
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of energy E impinging on a stationary deuteron 7. is
n
held constant, as ion orbit losses are ignored. Using Eq.
(33) we can set 6 by requiring a factor of 50 increase in
the neutron rate during the rf pulse over the thermal rate
for a given TT and N (N fixes a cutoff energy at Emax = NE)
The power in the tail per unit vqlume is
- 3/21 3 N - 2E Ct) E c3/
P T/cm = ne N 2 ) n ( + E' (t) (35)
n=l Tse
from which we can calculate the rf power necessary to sustain
tail collisional power losses. In calculating the total power
we will assume that the tail is uniform in a volume 2-R.ar2 ,
where Lr = 3 cm.
Figure 48a shows the result of this calculation for
Alcator A lower hybrid heating parameters, TT = 20 keV
and E - = NAE = 100 keV. In order to maintain a factor Qf 30 increase
in the neutron rate,6 = 0.0013 and the total tail power is
PT = 3.8 kW. Furthermore, the neutron rate e-folding decay time is
TN = 1.75 msec, in rough agreement with the experimental results.
Fig. 48b is the same as Fig. 48a, except that now Emax = 25 keV.
Now P, = 90 kW and 7N = 0.64 msec. This decay time is much
shorter than the experimentally observed time. Similarly, Fia.
43c is the same as Fig. 43a, except that TT = 5 keV. Now
3 = 0.083 and P = 249 kW. Again N = 0.3 msec and is much
shorter than the experimental decay time.
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Fig. 49 a and b summarize these results for a 50 X
neutron enhancement. In Fig. 49a PT and rN are graphed vs.
T (keV) for E = 100 keV. We see that in order to obtain reason-T max
able values of PT and TN' TT > 10 keV. Similarly, fig. 49b
graphs P and TN vs. E for T = 15 keV. Again, in orderTN max T
to achieve reasonable values of PT and TN, Emax > 50 keV in
order to be at least qualitatively consistent with the
experimental results. We note that these neutron rate decay times
are characteristic of the slowing down of suprathermal ions
withE. > E on bulk electrons. We can write
co
1/2
n v : dE E1 /2 e T En) E _(t) exp (36)
e n M. n [
0 -
n 2 t
where y Z 45.8 for En (t) in keV and is taken from the 7 DD
cross-section for E (t) above 13 kev. For E (t) > Ec , we can
let En (t) = E exp (- 2t/T s) . Equation (36) can then be approximated
by a saddle point technique, where the saddle point then occurs
at E = (yTT/2)2/3 exp(It/T ). For t << T :: 12 msec, we then
find the asymptotic result that
_____ __ 1 -l21/3 Y2/3 
T :: -r 2 - 1 (37)N . se T l/3
which for Tr = 13 keV, T = 1 keV, and = 12 msec,e se
2.2 msec. This calculation also indicates that the maximum
neutron =roduction will occur at E. - 30 keV.
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The inclusion of ion orbit losses will of course
reduce r . However, the neutron rate is dominated by ions with E. >> E
1 C
where T T and is inde' endent of E.. Theslow se I
2 3/2
orbit loss time will be n (v /V) T 0 Ei , as it is
proportional to the time for an ion to scatter into the loss
cone in velocity space. For not too small v, /v, -7 loss
Tse TN for E. > 50 keV and the neutron decay time should
be only mildly affected by orbit losses. However, the rf
heating efficiency will be strongly affected. As the ions
quasilinearly diffuse up to E. u 50 keV due to the rf, they
will be subject to strong pitch angle scattering losses into
the ripple loss cones when E. > 5 keV. Furthermore, a
sizeable fraction of the tail power between 5 keV and 20 keV will
more rapidly be lost by pitch angle scattering into this loss
cone than will deposit its energy into the bulk, since in this
region loss (v11 /v) 2 90* i/E ):90* and is much less
than -slow T 9 0 * . Although a more detailed calculation of
the combination of quasilinear diffusion and pitch angle
scattering losses is necessary to accurately determine the rf
bulk plasma heating efficiency, we see that the ripple losses
will certainly limit rf power deposition into the
bulk plasma.
This suprathermal nature of the ion tail allows us to
qualitatively explain other aspects of the neutron enhancement.
Figres 9and 10 show that at r = 3 cm a reduction of T from
130 kA to 75 kA should lower the cut off of the perpendicular
ion tail from 96 keV to 37 keV. From Fig. 49b we would then
expect at least a factor of 10 reduction in the neutron rate,
which is qualitatively consistent with the absence of a neutron
enhancement during rf when I < 100 kA. Furthermore, thep
N vs. I curve of Fig. 47 is expected, as lowering Emax from
96 keV to 37 keV lowers IN from 1.6 msec to 0.9 msec in Fig.
49b. Finally, these suprathermal ions should be sensitive
to a shrinkage in the effective loss radius, as discussed in
SectionII, and the absence of neutrons during gas puffing
is consistent with this expectation. Thus the experimental
observations are consistent with the rf production of a supra-
thermal ion tail which would be strongly affected by imperfectly
confined orbits.
B. RF Heating Efficiences
As previously mentioned, due to the effect of the ripple
loss on the perpendicular charge exchange diagnostic, a
quantitative evaluation of the rf power deposited in the ion
tail is not possible. Estimates of the rf Power transferred
into bulk plasma energy can be made. However, these estimates
will be crude, as the maximum net available rf -ower of 75 kW
is much less than POH = 300 kW and only small changes in the
bulk plasma parameters are expected. Furthermore, during ion
tail formation ion orbit losses are expected to further limit
bulk heating efficiences.
A simple equation can be written for the power
balance in the central plasma of Alcator A:
(TT. ( T4) P
2e 2 e
ci n
where (T - T . is the power transfer from electrons to
e i. ei
ions, Te/rEe is the remaining electron power loss, T. /-7 , is
the remaining ion power loss, POH = nJ 2 is the ohmic input
power, and Prfe,i is the rf power input into the electrons or
ions. Tei and n are the classical values of electron-ion ecuilibration
ar resistivity. We can average Eq. (38) over the central 5 cm radius plasmae. By
2 2 3 2 2letting n = constantT (r) = T ep (e - r2/r ), J(r) = J exp ( -r/r ), ad
defining V- dV T./T E = a T. /<T Ei>, where V is the volume, 'e obtain:
dT T (-3/2 2eo T eo y( T. 6  TedeO eo y eo io 0 eo n (39)dt <T >CE a T3/2 C- 3
eo 2 e
1<P rfe>
3
fnev
d T. T. (T - T. ) <P >
-
- io + o
dt < .> CL 3/ 2  a 3
Ei S T -n V
eo e
where J is the central current density corresponding to
g(o) = 0.9, T = S T 3/ n = n T and y, a, and 6 are
ei eo o eo
volume averaging constants:
= 1 r 1/2(r 2 /aT
y 27rdr e = 1.2
22
-1 -rS=2Wrdr e ^= 0.72
.r2 ~0
2 2 2
r- 3/2 (r /aT
e 2 27rdr e =0.622
In Eq. (39) we have ignored changes in the temperature profiles
as T e T. increase due to rf heating, which may change
<T i>, <T Ee from the Prf = 0 level. Furthermore, we have
let T and T have the same radial profile; T (r) is not
well known but may be somewhat broader than T (r) Never-
theless for the small changes expected in T e and T o due to
the rf Dower, Eq. (39) should give a reasonable estimate of
the rf heating efficiency.
In steady state with Prf = 0 we can set d/dt = 0 and
find <T Ee> and <T Ei, which we will treat as constants. How-
ever, Eq. .(39) allows the power transfer from electrons to
ions and the ohmic power input to decrease at Te increases.
If we now let Teo = Teo + T , T. = T. + ST., where ST , ST.
are small changes in T eTi due to. rf heatingin steady state we obtain
after some algebra:
- T - - T.
8 L eio +io T e1o Teo 2) (40)
1<P .f>
- rfi
c. 3
-n~ V
2 e
T y + 5 Pei 5 POH 1 L
~~iLE~eioj eLc. n V n T Ili, Te e 3 aV n T f eo a eo elo j
1 rfe>
2e
wher- = T3/2 Pr- . are the total rf rower heatin-
t elo eo re,i
t4- bulk electrons or ions,
P = 6 V n T -3/2 12
POH 0 eo 0 total ohmic power into electronfor r < 5 cm
T - T.3 Tneo ioP = e - = total power transfer for electrons
elo to ions for r < 5 cm.
We can first examine the ion heating case when n e=
14 -32.4 x 10 cm , T = . keV, T. = 750 eV, T .- = 6 msec,
P = 195 kW, and P e= 77 kW. We find that 6T z 0.51 6T. andOH eie1
for <Prfe> = 10 kW, 6T = 32 eV. For a 50% heating efficiency
(or 37.5 kW into the ions) 6T . = 120 eV, which is only marginally
above the 100 eV resolution of the charge exchange measurement.
id -3During electron heating n = 1 x 10 cm , Te = 1.1 keV, T1 =
600 eV, 7 . = 11 msec, P = 195 kW and P . z 52 kW. In this
case 6T. 0.17 6T 'and for <P > = 10 kW, 6T = 25 eV. Again
1 e rfe e
for a 30% heating efficiency 6Te = 94 eV, which is detectable by
the 2 oce electron cyclotron emission. We see that reasonable
rf heating efficiencies produce small bulk temperature changes.
These estimates are in qualitative agreement with a more sophistic-
ated 1 - D Alcator A transmort code, which takes into account
profile changes and inductive effects In this code the rf
heating effects will vary somewhat from these results depending
on the energy transport model employed.
From these estimates and the code we can conclude that
the total electron heating efficiency is. at least 35%. Horwtever,
the ion heating efficiency is less than 40%. This low efficiency.
occurs in spite of the probe signals indicating the onset of strcnq
wave absorption during neutron production. f the ST. (r) is szrongly
localized near r = 0, it would be only marginally observable
on the charge exchange diagnostics due to the radial gradients
in the neutral density. The 1 - D transport code 7 3 indicates
that when rf absorption is localized to r < 3 cm, ST. (.r = 0)
decays away after rf shutdown in a faster time than TE as the
sharply peaked 6T (r) spreads to larger r. This 6T (r = 0)
would therefore not persist long enough after rf shutdown to be
observable on the neutron rate. Another strong possibility is
that a large fraction of the-rf power deposited into E > 5 keV ions
may be lost through the ripple wells before heating the plasma. 6
In any case the exact rf heating efficiency in the neutron enhance-
ment mode is not now known on Alcator A.
C. Anomalous Heating
As previously discussed, the neutron enhancement density
bands are not consistent with the expected linear lower hybrid wave
spectrum characterized by n ' 5. The independence of the
neutron rate on relative waveguide phasing also contradicts linear
theory. Finally electron heating is not expected from the
expected lower hybrid wave spectrum. These results recuire
a reformulation of the lower hybrid wave-plasma interaction in the
edge region.
One possible explanation for these results would be
the parametric decay of the originally launched lower hybrid
waves into higher n lower hybrid waves and ion acoustic waves
at the edge plasma. Since this decay would occur at the plasma
periPher-,where the waves are -always accessible even for n < 1.5,
it would croduce chase independent heating. Furthermore, it has
been shown that such a decay occurring sufficiently close to
the waveguide mouth would result in a wave cower spectrum =eaked
at n a c/o(-/b) 3 where b is the waveguide width- . This decay
would produce a frequency downshifted lower hybrid wave spectrum,
which is also expermentally observed in addition to the enhanced
low frequency wave spectrum. Sidebands are observed on the
reflected power in the waveguide array, which have a nonlinear
dependence on Prf and suggest the presence of backscattering near
the waveguide array. A problem with this explanation arises
with Fig. 43, which shows a linear response at the rf probe 900
away toroidally from the waveguides at Prf down to 100 W. From
the discussion of section II thresholds in excess of 1 kW are
expected for this decay when Te - T. and the ion acoustic waves
are strongly damped (T. has not been directly measured in the
edge Alcator A plasma, but is expected to be % Te ' 10 eV). This
observation suggests that the low frequency decay waves being
excited are weakly damped drift type waves, whose exact model
in-Alcator A has not been determined. It has previously been
observed in a linear machine that such drift waves can be excited
d4
by lower hybrid waves at extremely low thresholds~ . Furthermore,
the fact that the enhanced low frequency waves are measured by
an rf probe 900 away toroidally from where they are most likely
to be generated (at the waveguides) further implies that they are
weakly damped. Since these low frequency fluctuations are poorly
understood, their parametric thresholds and decay properties
are not known.
Nevertheless, the absence of a threshold or a clear
nonlinear power dependence on the rf probe signals suggests
that passive scattering processes off density fluctuations may
also contribute to these results. As discussed in section 7I, an
isotropization of the launched lower hybrid wave at the plasma
edge would result in an n, upshift due to magnetic shear as the wave
propagated inward. This model would be in qualitative agreement
with the observed phase-independent ion heating results and the
electron heating results. Furthermore, it would produce power
independent probe signal frequency spectra and linearly varying
probe signal amplitudes. However, this passive scattering would
not produce the frequency downshifted probe signals (or the
frequency downshifted waves measured in the plasma interior by
CO 2 laser scattering). Furthermore, the 5 MHz FWHM high ne probe
signal spectra are much wider than the 150 KHz FWHM drift wave
frequency spread (although such a large lower hybrid wave frequency
spread could in principle be caused by repeated scatterings of
the surface waves). Thus, neither the parametric decay or the
scattering from drift wave turbulence explain by themselves all
of the details of the exmerimental results. It is possible that
both processes are occurring and contributing to the anomalous
observations.
It is interesting to note that Eq. (25) indicates that
if drift wave scattering is the cause of the anomolous low
ion heating densities, lowering I should further lower thesep
densities. This is because as I is lowered, q(a) rises butp
q(o) is constant 1, 0.9; thus the enhancement in k (a) increasesII
as I decreases. At I A 125 kA a slight downshift in the
neutron production band is observed from n '1.7 x 10~~cm ate
I 170 kA to ne = 1.4 x 10 cm 3. owever, this small a shift
in the density could be caused by small profile effects and is
not conclusive 'n itself.
In section II it has been shown that scattering from
drift waves can also enhance the edge plasma absorption of the
lower hybrid waves. This edge absorption would be enhanced
by Z9 0 */Ax, where Ax is the radial width of the scattering
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region . This absorption would then increase with density
and could limit rf heating efficiencies. However, it is unlikely
that this effect could account for the strong wave absorption
14 -3depicted in Fig. 41a at ne ,, 1.5 x 10 cm , or any of the
anomalous heating. We can calculate the imaginary part of kz
at the edge plasma due to the electron-ion collisional damping
as kzi= kz eff/(2w)', where v f is given in Ea. (7). Then the
signal amplitude at the rf probe due to lower hybrid waves
scattered back onto the surface by density fluctuations would
roughly be
P A(An/N) exp(- ik R) (41)s zi
where A(An/N) is a function that increases as An/N increases
and expresses the surface wave enhancement due to scattering
of lower hybrid waves back onto the plasma periphery. The
exponential factor is the maximum collisional attenuation of
a lower hybrid ray in traversing between the waveguide array
and the probe regardless of the strength of the drift wave
scattering. For n = 4, T = 10 eV and n (r = a) = n /10,ze e e
wk R z 0.25 (n /10 ). Fig. 41a shows no probe signal
enhancement as n rises which would indicate a surface wave
enhancement due to scattering. Furthermore, the decrease in
probe signal amnlitude as n increases oast 1.5 x 10 cm is
- 14 -3
far more rapid that the 1.1 db/(n e/10 cm ) decrease expected
from collisions. Thus this rapid decrease in probe signal
is not caused by collisional surface absorption. The appearance
of the mode conversion layer at the plasma center as n e increases
past 1.5 x 10 4 m-3 can cause rapid enough absorption to account
for this signal decrease.
In conclusion,*the Alcator A experiment has demonstrated
lower hybrid wave penetration into the plasma interior and
electron and ion heating, although the ion heating efficiency
is not known. Suprathermal ion tails have been produced and
ion orbit confinement effects observed. Furthermore these
results point out the importance of acquiring a better under-
standing of the wave-plasma interaction at the plasma periphery.
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Fig. 1. k and P (x) = 20 exp(- 2 / Imk dx) (arbitrary units)
graphed vs. r is a slab geometry,f = 2.45 GHz. A parabolic density
2 2profile and gaussian T, (r) = Te exp (-r /r, ) are taken, with
rT = 6 cm. (a) e = 2 x 10 cm , BT = 60 kG, T = 900 eV,
TI = 800 eV, deuterium, and n = 5. Mode conl.ersion occurs
at a maximum k = 495 cm . (b) Same as (a), except n = 1.6 xX e
14 -3 -10 cm and now maximum k = 358 cm . In (a) and (b) only
ion damping is included. (c) Electron damping is included,
14 - 3
n = 1.2 x 10 ^cm 3 , T e = 1100 eV and T.= 700 eV; the rest is
-1identical to (a) and (b). The maximum kx = 279 ,cm and the wave
is subject to strong electron Landau damping.
Fig. 2. Schematic of waveguide-plasma coupling geometry.
7n[ ix and w = w at x = L. There are N waveguides of width bpe
at positions z1 , z2 ' . . z. ZN. The incident E in each guide
is parallel to B.
Fig. 3. (a) Theoretical global reflectivity R vs. 7n for
= 0 and A$ = r. b = 1.275 cm, f = 2.45 GHz, and a 0.09 cm
rizz
septum separates the two waveguides. (b) P(nz) and P d
for the waveguide array of (a) for A$ = 7r and 5 = 0. For
A$ = 0 the power is compressed in the portion of the nz spectrum
that can only access the plasma edge. In both cases R S 18%.
Fig. 4. Wave scattering geometry. tan = / 3 s
in the poloidal plane and serpendicular to 3 and K
Fig. 5. Profiles of k r k , n, , and P(r), the rf
24 -3
power flux density, for n = 2 x 10 cm By = 62 kG,
I = 150 kA, deuterium, and n (a) = 2.7. The edge density
P II
is 0.1 times the central density, (a) a = 0, (b) a = - 0.707,
and Cc).a = 0 .707. In each figure the relative k ard k are graphed.
ndi ~ -r 13 -3
Fig. 6. Profile of kir' k and for n =7 x 10 cm ,e
BT = 62 kG, I = 150 kA, n (a) = 1.3 and deuterium. (a) a = 0
and the wave doesn't penetrate (b) a = - 0.3 and the wave
penetrates to within r = 1 cm. In each figure the relative k and k
are graphed.
Fig. 7. (a) Heating predicted by a poloidal isotropization
14 -3
of k. at the plasma edge for ne = 1.6 x 10 cm , deuterium,
B = 80 kG, T = 1 keV, T . = 800 eV, I = 150 kA, and twoT e p
out of phase waveguides having b = 1.275 cm. ne (a) =
n,(r=0)* 0.1, and the scattering is done at r = a. Here
P ABST is the total absorbed power profile and P is the
ion absorbed power profile. The total power absorbed is
40% on the first pass, 90% of which is absorbed by ions.
(b), (c), and (d) - n11 power spectra at different radii for-
the same conditions as (a) . (b) - r = 10 cm, (c) - r = 5 cm,
and (d) - r = 2 cm.
14 -3
Fig. 8. PABS vs. r for ne = 2 x 10 cm , deuterium, BT
62 kG, T = 1 keV, T . = 800 eV, I = 150 kA, and two
in phase waveguides having b = 1.275 cm. Here the total
oower abosrbed by the plasma is 22% on the first -ass, 95%
of which is absorbed by ions.
Fig. 9. Loss boundaries for deuterium ions in velcity
space for 3 T = 60 kG, a = 10 cm, R. = 54 cm, I = 130 kA
and the current mrofiles of Eq. (32) . Each loss curve is
generated for antiparallel ions at the minor radius indicated
on the mlasma mid;lane; the unconfined regime is above
each curve. When v /v = 0, the loss energy E is: r = 1 cm -
104 keV, r = 3 cm - E = 96 keV, r = 5 cm - EL=68 keV, r = 7 cm -
EL = 36 keV, and r = 9 cm - EL = 10 key.
Fig. 10. Same loss boundaries as in Fig. a, except that
I = 75 kA. Now when v /v =0, ET 4' keV for r = cm10 11 -4
E. = 37 keV for r = 3 cm, E = 22 key for r = 5 cm, .. = 10
L
keV for r = 7 cm, and EL = 3 keV for r = 9 cm.
Fig. 11. Minimum unconfined energy vs. r for deuterium ions
and 3 = 60 kG, a = 10 cm, _R = 34 cm, and I = 100 kA, 130 kA,
and 200 kA as shown.
Fig. 12. Minimum unconfined energy vs. r for deuterium ions and
3, = 60 kG, I, = 130 kA and R = 54 cm. A di:erent curve
nlotted for e::ective ion loss radii of 10 cm, 9 cm, 3 cm,
7 cm and 6 cm. At a given radius an ion having an energy
greater than that given by the curve can scatter -. o a
orbit that crosses that loss radius .
Fig. 13. Schematic of Alcator A access ports during lower
hybrid experiment (top view) a = 10 cm, a' = 12.7 cm,
b = 1.275 cm, d = 1 cm, and R = 54 cm.
Fig. 14. Global reflectivity RT vs. relative waveguide phase
$ with the center of the waveguide mouth at r = 10 cm;
14 -3
B = 60 kG, deuterium, and C - n = 0.5 x 10 cm ,Te
- 14 -3
x n = 3 x 10 dm . Theoretical curves are presented
15 -4 15 -14for 7n = 9 x 10 cm and 7n = 1.1 x 10 cm .
Fig. 15. PT vs. position of center of waveguide mouth for
_ la -3
B = 60 kG, deuterium, and 1 = l80*. x - = 1 x 10 1cm andTe
14 -3
* - ne = 0.5 x 10~cm
Fig. 16. RT,vs. total incident rf power Prf for ' = 180*,
14 -3
B = 60 kG, deuterium, n = 1.7 x 10 cm and r = 12.1 cm.Te
Fig. 17. RT vs. $ for r = 12.1 cm, BT = 60 kG, deuterium,
14 -3
n e 1.7 x 10 cm ; 0- P- = 85 kW and x - Pr- = 32 kW.
- A4 -3
Fig. 18. R, vs. t for B = 62 kG, n I 1 x 10~cm
T e
deuterium, and P = 75 kW. * - r = 12.1 cm,,: - r = 11.1 cm,
rf
and 6 - r = 10.6 cm.
Fig. 19. Balance B vs. time for three different shots at
increasing P.; 3 T = 60 kG, r = 12.1 cm, = ,801, and
'^ 3
n 1.5 x 107cm . The last shot shows wild variations in 3.
Fig. 20. Forward and reflected powers for two different
shots having r = 12.1 cm and r = 11.1 cm; 3T = 60 kG,
n 1 0.5 x 10 1 3 cm 3 , and $ = 1800.
Fig. 21. Raw data from breakdown test of waveguides having
ceramic vacuum windows near array mouth; VL = loop voltage,
Ip = plasma current, and the lowest four traces are crystal
outputs proportional to the forward and reflected powers in
each waveguide. The peak forward rf power is 90 kW. There
is no sign of rf breakdown.
Fig. 22. (a) RT vs. P,rfor waveguides with ceramic vacuum
windows near the array mouth; 6 = 180*, r = 12.1 cm,
14 -3
B = 60 kG, deuterium and 0 - n= 1.8 x 10 cm
T e
- 14 -3 - 14 -3
* n = 2.7 x 10 cm , x - n = 3 x 10 cm , (b) same
as (a), except now P = 90 kW and R is graphed vs. n . - r = 12.1 an
rf T -e
and -r = 11.95 an.
Fig. 23. Raw data from exciting only one of two waveguides
2
at P r = 80 kW, leading to P rf/A 8 kW/cm-. The lowest
trace is a crystal voltage proportional to P . The
rxt
reflected power is less than 0.03 Prf and there is no
evidence of rf breakdown. Here BT = 60 kG, and a deuterium
discharge is employed.
Fig. 24. (a) VR' I n e and neutron rate vs. timkie during
a typical plasma shot with Prf 90 kW, 180*, BT = 62 kG,
and the face of the array at r = 12.1 cm. The rf pulse is
turned on and off as indicated. (b) Neutron rate enhancement
vs. ne for many plasma shots; P rf = 90 kW, $ = 180*, BT = 62 kG
and I = 150 kA.
p
Fig. 25. Neutron rate enhancement vs. ne for BT = 80 kG,
and I = 200 kA; the remaining conditions are identical to
p
Fig. 24b.
Fig. 26. Neutron rate enhancement vs. ne for the same
conditions as Fig. 24b, except that the face of the array
is at r = 10.6 cm.
Fig. 27. Expanded neutron rate and central chord soft x-ray
14 -3
rate vs. time for Prf = 90 kW, = 180*, ne = 1.6 x 10 cm ,
BT = 60 kG, Ip = 150 kA, and a deuterium discharge. The
correlation between the neutron and x-ray sawteeth is evident.
Fig. 28. Relative neutron rate of collinated neutron
detector vs. distance of viewed chord from plasma center.
Each point is the sum of the total neutron yield of many shots;
however, on each shot the total neutron yield due to the rf
pulse was at least an order of magnitude greater than the
thermal yield.
Fig. 29. Neutron rate vs. for P = 90 kW, E 1.6 x 10 cm3e
B = 60 kG, I = 150 kA and the face of the arrav at r = 12.1 cm.
T p
14 -3Fig. 30. Neutron rate vs. average P. for ne 1.7 x 10 cm
rf e
BT = 62 kG, In = 150 kA, = 180* and the face of the array
at r = 12.21 cm.
Fig. 31. Perpendicular charge exchange energy spectra before,
during, and after the rf pulse during neutron enhancement
for B = 62 kG and P = 90 kW. In the absence of rf
T. z 750 eV. The cutoff of neutrals for E. > 5 keV due
to the 7B drift is apparent.
Fig. 32. 6.6 keV and 9.8 keV fast neutral deuterium
flux vs. radius of viewed chord during rf produced neutron
14 -3
enhancement at n = 1.6 x 10 cm , B, = 62 kG, I = 150 kA,
e p
Prf = 90 kW and t = 1800, x = 6.6 keV and * = 9.8 keV.
Fig. 33. Enhancement in 8 keV neutral hydrogen flux vs.
n for T = 62 kG, I = 150 kA, P = 90 kW and ? 180*.
e T pr-L
Fig. 34. Raw data from low density electron heating shot:
VR' ' e' central soft x-rays, in-out plasma position loop
(um is outward), o = 2ce electron cyclotron emission and
rf power. P = 80 kW, = .30*, 3 T = 62 kG, and deuterium
gas.
Fig. 35. T (r) vs. r from w = 2wce emission with and without
14 -3
rf power for two identical plasma shots; n = 1.2 x 10 cm
P = 50 kW, B = 60 kG, = 180*, and a deuterium discharge.
r.. T
The arrows indicates the expected optical thickness of the
emitting layer, T, at a given radius.
Fig. 36. Experimental bands of neutron or fast ion enhance-
ment and theoretical predictions of the central density
n.o at which mode conversion should occur at vs. BT for the
indicated parameters. c = fast ion band in hydrogen discharges
and * = neutron enhancement band in deuterium. The plasma
conditions used to calculate the curves are those during rf
injection.
Fig. 37. (a) High frequency rf probe spectrum; B = 62 kG,
14 - 3deuterium, ne = 2.1 x 10 cm and Pr = 30 kW. The peaks at
the edges of the graphs are caused by the spectrum analyzer
resetting. (b) Low frequency rf probe spectrum at 3, = 62 kG,
14 -3deuterium, n e = 1.6 x 10 cm , and P = 90 kW.
Fig. 38. RF probe spectra at BT = 82 kG, deuterium,
= 200 kA and Pf = 90 kW at three different values of .
Fig. 39. Higher frequency resolution rf probe spectra.
(a) High frecuency spectrum at 3 T = 62 kG, deuterium,
2. 04 - 3,- den
= 2.8 x 10 4cm-, I = 130 kA and P = 80 kW. The sudden
decrease in amplitude occurred at the end of the rf pulse.
(b) Low frequency spectrum both with and without rf at.
24 -3B = 62 kG, deuterium, n = 1.6 x 10 cm , I = 150 kA
T ep
and P = 80 kW. The oeak at 0 Hz is a reference maker.
Fig. 40. High frequency rf probe spectra at Pf = 80 kW,
14 -3B- = 60 kG, deuterium and n = 1 x 10 cm for both a 30 KHzT
and a 300 KHz instrument bandwidth. The sharp peak at 2.45 G7z in the
30 KHz signal is due to a frequency marker at the pump
frequency.
Fig. 41. (a) Frequency integrated amplitude of rf probe signal
at 2.45 GHz vs. n for a deuterium plasma, BT = 62 kG,
I = 150 kA and P - = 75 kW. The arrows indicate the valuep r
of nz that will mode convert at the plasma center at the
indicated value of ne. (b) FWM4 of 2.45 GHz rf probe signal
vs. n for the same conditions as (a).
Fig. 42. Frequency integrated 2.45 GHz rf probe signal vs.
f F 14 -3$for n zl x 1  cm , I = 150 kA, BT = 62 kG, deuterium
pT
and P 75 kW. Face of waveguide array is at: 1 - r = 2. cm,
o- r = 11.2. cm, and * - r = 10.6 cm.
Fig. 43. Amplitude of frequency integrated rf probe signal
14 -3
at f = 2.45 GHz vs. P r for ne - 3.2 x 10 cm , I = 150 kA,
B = 62 kG, deuterium, and the face of the waveguide array
at r = 12.1 cm.
Fig. 44. Frequency spectrum of reflected power in waveguide
array for P r = 7 kW and P - = 200W; B = 62 kG, deuterium,
rr rf T
14 -3
I = 120 kA, n = 2.5 x 10 cm , and the face of the array
p
at r = 12.1 cm. The spectrum analyzer has a 300 KHz bandwidth.
Fig. 45. Frequency spectrum of reflected power in the
waveguide array for Prf = 80 kW, BT = 62 kG, deuterium,
I = 100 kA, and the face of the array at r = 11.1 cm. The
spectrum analyzer bandwidth was 300 KHz.
14 -3
Fig. 46. (a) Pump reflected power vs. Prf for ne = 2.5 x 10 cm
BT = 62 kG, deuterium, I9 = 120 kA, and the face of the array
at r = 12.1 cm. In the shaded area the pump power was of the
same order of magnitude as the sideband power. (b) Frequency
integrated sideband amplitude vs. P for the same conditions
as (a).
Fig. 47. RF enhanced neutron rate 1/e decay time vs. I
p
.a - 14 -3for n e' 1.5 x 10~ cm 3 , D = 85 kW, deuterium, and * = 62 kG,
rf
o = 80 kG.
Fig. 48. Neutron rate "N and tail energy ET vs. time for a factorof
50 increase in the neutron rate during rf. Here ne =
14 -3
2.4 x 10 ~cm ,T~ = 1 key, T. = 0.8 key, and er = 3 cm.
(a) Tm = 20 keV and E = 100 keV; now 3= 0.0013, Pm = 3.8 kWT max
and - 1.75 msec. (b) T = 20 keV and _ = 25 keV; S =max
0.036, P, = 90 kW and N = 0.64 msec. (c) Tm = 5 keV and
E = 100 keV; S = 0.085, P, = 249 kW and - 0.3 msec
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